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.1.. 	INTRODUC110N. 

The behaviour of an animal may be modified by 

changes in its external environment. The environ 

mont can be analysed in this respect into a number 

of stimuli which by virtue of their nature and 

intensity activate the various sense organs of the 

animal to different degrees, The present work is 

concerned with the way in which differential 

activity in more than one sense organ can produce 

change in behaviour. Its aim is to investigate a 

modification of the response to one stimulus by th 

introduotioA of a second stimulus and to determine 

a relation between the modified response and the 

intensities of the two stimuli. 

The work is an attempt to relate behaviour to 

the physical properties of the environment that 

activate the sense organs 	Its approach is more 

likely to lead to an analysis of behaviour in term 

of the physiology of the nevous system than purel 

descriptive work which is analysed in reference to 

models, similar to those used in psychology. 

The response to light of the ammocoete larva 

of Lampetra pla4erj (Bloch) was used for this work 

Young (1935) showed that the response is a random 

movement unrelated to the direction of the light 

and that a delay )  referred to as the reaction time 
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occurs between the onset of illumination and the 

beginning of movement, Steven (1950) found that 

a constant feature of the response is the inverse 

relation between the reaction time and the light 

intensity. Young (1935) also showed that the who 

body of the ammocoete is sensitive to light, the 

region of greatest sensitivity lying in the dorsal 

fluke of the tail; the photoreceptors concerned 

in the response are Innervated by the lateral line 

nerve. 	Steven (1951) has described cells in the 

epidermis of the tail of the aurnocoete which may 

act as photoreceptors. 

The light response of the atnmocoete was 

chosen for this work because it is a clearly def in d 

response, measurable in terms of the reaction time 

occurring in an animal which, acts in a limited 

number of ways and which is probably only aensiti 

to a small number of stimuli of an elementary 

nature. The advantage of a light stimulus 'lies 

in the accuracy with which its intensity and dura-

tion can be measured. 

Preliminary experiments on the response to th 

light stimulus were carried out before proceeding 

to an Investigation of the change produced in the 

response by the introduction of a thigmotaotio 

stimulus. The thigmotactic stimulus was introd ad 

by allowing the animal to come in contact with sane. 



A $tady was also , made by high speed photography of 

a change in the 'locornotory niovement of the animal 

when in, contact with sand. The development of 

the response to light 'and the 'devo1•pnent of the 

changed response resulting from the addjflozal 

thi,otaot10 stimulus were studied in newly hatoh.e 

amniocoetes. 	In the discussion, øonèideration'iS 

given to the events that oocttr during the re'action 

time of the light response, and a possible explana 

tion of the modification of the respone produced - 

by the thi.gno tactic stmulus, 	S 



U. MAiAL AND 	iODS. 

teri.ai. 

All experiments excepting those on the deve 

merit of the light response were carried out on 

arnin000ete larvae of 	laneri, about 30-40 mm. in 

length. Some larger specimens were used in the 

study of the burrowing movement. The ammOcoetes 

were collected south of Edinburgh, from the river 

Tyne, Midlothian. They were obtained from the 

sandy bed of the stream simply by sieving the sand 

A stock of animals was kept in a cool aquariu4i 

where there was only a small fluctuation in air 

temperature. The average water. temperature was 

about 9 °O, though this tose 2..3 °C during, the summe, 

months. The animals were kept in largp glass tan ics 

containing a layer of natural river sand about B c4i. 
deep covered by an equal depth of water; Edinbur 

mains water was used for all purposes throughout 

this work. A small amount of decaying vegetation 

was 1ft in the sand, but predatory animals were 

removed. The animals buried themselves in the 

and required relatively little attention. On the 

advice of whiting (private communication) an aerat 

system was provided for these tanks. He found 

that given a sufficiently large volume of sand in 

which to feed and an aeration system which both 

stirs and aerates the water, the ammocoetes will 



tually grow and may attain maturity. 

The animals used inapartioular experiment 

re each kept in separate marked orystallising 

ishes 10 cm, in diameter. The dshos contaIned 

tor and a layer of sand about 4 cm. deep; they 

re provided with an aerator, The temperature a 

ich these animals were kept tluotuated about 15 °; 

ouh it was higher than that of the stock animal, 

t approximated, to the temperature at which the 

eats were carried out. 

While the animals could be kept alive for Ion 

periods under these conditions presumably feeding 

n small food particles in the sand, there was lit 1 

ouht that heir - condilion did deteriorate. 	The 

animals became less active, taking longer to thaZ7 

themselves when disturbed from the sand, and: there 

as a. tendency for the reaction time to increase 

lightly. The animal also. succumbed more readily 

o the adverse conditions .of any test 	Aethe 

eteri . oration may have been caused by the conditions 

Z the experimentj all animals were returned to the  

ishes containing sand atthecornpletionof m day' 

tests and freshly colleoted animals were used for 

new series of experiments. 

The experiments on the development of the ii 

spouse were carried out on newly hatched ammocoel S 

f both L.planeri and L.fl iatils (huh.). 	The 



material was obtained by rearing, artificially 

fertilized ova. Mature adults of L..Planeri were 

collected from local spawning sites, Adults of 

kfluviatjlje were obtained from the river Severn 

through a commercial dealer at Worcester. 

pparattas 

The apparatus provided a light stimulus 'of 

variable intensity and durationand was dssigüed f 

use with three. animals. The Intensity of the 

stimulus was controlled by a neutral wedge of grádd 

density, and the duration by a camera shutter. 

parts of the 'apparatus were held in position by 

clamps attached to a rectangular scaffolding of 

emiframe ," 	photograph of the apparatus Is 

shown in Fig. 1, A diagram of they arrangement is 

given in Fig.2, to which reference is mde in the 

following decrIptou. 

The full rdiat ion of the source $ was suppli4d 

a 3O Watt, 6 volt tungsten filament bulb fitted 

into a Prior High Intensity lamp (Code No-631). 

This lamp gave an intense and at the same time ev 

illuminated field, and had the further advantage 

of being a relatively cool source easily operated 

by an ordinary switch. 	he lens L1in the lamp 

:focussed the light £rm the source in order to pas 

it through a small area of the wedge W, and so 

prevent variation in the intensity of the stimulat 
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eld which would arise from a broad beam: f lightl  

sing through the graded wedge l. The wedge was 

a 6 x 1 in. Ilford wedge with an optical density 

gradient of 0,97/in., bearing an inch scale 0-6 on 

te upper surface. It was mounted on a blackened 

a plate P, in which there was a central 

slightly,  smaller in diameter than the breadth of 

the wedge. The wedge, supported by a runner, was. 

moved across the aperture by means of rubber rolleils,  

in contact with its upper surface.. The setting o 

tho.wedge was read on the scale agai4st a pointer 

marking the centre of the aperture. Near its foes, 

the light was also passed through a heat filtek F1 

of ON 20 Chance g1ss.. and a camera shutter C, both 

ing supported by attachments fixed to the 

plate,. Baffles Bl y in addition to the brass plat 

itself, were inserted above and below the plate an 

on the 1ap to prevent light which had not passed 

through the wedge from reaching the animals being 

tested. 

The expanding cone of light was made parallel 

byalarge convex iensL2. The light was then 

reflected downwards onto the test position where 

the animal lay, by.a plane mirror M, set at an 

ngle of 45 degrees to the optical axis of the 

ppara.tus.. The mirror could be moved along this 

xis into three positions M11  110  and M3, which 



enabled three animals to be stimulated suooessivé1 

without moving their contajners,. The positions O 

the mirror were marked by stops and were easily 

found in the dark, Each of the three 'test posi-

tjone, I, II and III, were completely screened froi 

each other and from stray light in the room by an 

inverted black box So, supported by the fibe-boar( 

base of the apparatus. This box was open on: the 

side of the observer, and admitted the stimulating 

light to each test position through an aperture in 

Its top. A.diaphragrn fitted to the aperture, 

reduced the stimulating field to an area equal to 

that of the base' of the test dish containing the 

animal; this lessened reflections from the bides 

the dish. 

The animals were observed in dim light of wav 

lengths,exceeding 650 m (Ilford 'filter No -609 

Spectrum Deep Bed.) the ammocoete is relatively 

insensitive, to wavelengths beyond 000 m,  (S'teen 

195Q). 	only weak illumination was required since 

the animalawere viewed by transmitted light, each 

appearing as a dark shadow against a deep red 

background. Each test dish Dwas supported by a 

glass plate which admitted light from the observa-

tion lamp OL set below, through an area , equal in 

size to the base of the teat dish. The lamp 

housings were small tin boxes perforated to dissipte 



the heat produced. Each was covered by an 

tensive baffle 2' in the aentre of which was 

Ilfordflter NO.609 $. 	The light from 6. vol 

.3 amp,, bulbs in the lamps, was kept at the' 

necessary to see the animals by  rheostat, 

fitted 'into the lamp circuit; the latter was. 

f the mains supply .through a transformer T.. Whi4te 

iter paper interposed between the bulb and 'the 

obscured the bright filament; it also 

to scatter the stimulating light and so 

dace a more even1, illuminated field. 

Considerable dif±'ioulty was enoountred dur.i 

the course Of .a 'day'a' tests in preventing a rise 

emperatu.é of the water in the test dishes,~ 

the air temperature in the dark room, in whi 

s apparatus was housed, the rise in.temperature 

due to heat from the observation lamps and to 

the enclosed nature of the test positions. ON, 20 

glass heat filters Pi mounted over the. 

bservation lamps and a fan providing a cool air 

directed towards the test dishes and the 

lamps, did however assist in preventing an excossi 

in temperature,'.  

C5litrà.tiOn of the' Aaratua. 	The apparatus 

L calibrated 'by means of an Eel photometer rea 

directly in foot candles. ' Light intensities from 

0.5-.500 f,o. were measured directly intensities 
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below and above this range were calculated from the  

density gradient of the wedge. The light intensi 

at each test position was 'determined as an average 

1' two to-three readirgsforéach wedge setting us 

in any particular experiment. The intensity 

ifference between successive test positions was 

pproximateiy x 1.5 for the same *edge setting, 

n intensity determination was made before and 

fter a series of tests,, and the intensity values 

or that 'sriés were taken as the mean of the two 

eterminations. 

Use of  ________ 	'The description of the. 

arattis given above refers particularly to the 

cnn providing vertical illumination for three 

ifferent 'test positions. 	The apparatus could be 

dapted, by removing the mirror, to provide a 

zontal beam of stimulating 1iht. The horizor tal 

am illuminated only a single test position. 

The light response was investigated by meas ng 

reaction time at several light intensities, so 

at when studied under different experimental,  

nditions, both the reaction time at the seas 

tensity and the relation between the reaction tin  

d intensity could be compared. 0ne.measurenent 

the reaction time at each intensity is the 

nimal requirement for a graph showing the reiatin 
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etween the. reaction time and intensity; it Zo 

the basis on which experiments were planned and is 

referred to as. a set of tests, 	The information fcr  

a particular experiment was obtained by repeating 

sQts of tests on a number of animals. 

In a set of tests for one animal the reaction 

time was measured in random ordorat four or-five 

intensities, each representing an approximate threE 

fold difference in intensity. A dark adaptation 

lod of at least 60 mm. was allowed before the 

first measurement, and one of 20 mm, between each 

subsequent measurement. This undisturbed period 

or to each measurement was also an attempt to 

elIminate any effect of disturbance in altering th 

excitability of the animal. The water teieratur 

in the test dishes was, measured after the first an 

last measurements in. a set of tests 	One or more 

sets of tests were made in a day on each of severa 

animals selected in rotation from the total number 

used for an.experintent; the same animal was used 

every two to three days, 

In a single teat the reaction time was me 

by means of a stop watoh as the interval from the 

beginning of stimulation to the first movement of 

the animal. The stimulus was either of constant 

duration lasting for icr 5 seq., or continued 

until the animal responded. The camera shutter 



controlling the duration of the stimulus was opera 

by hand: a stimulus of constant duration was time 

from the ticking of a olock6 Observational 

illumination was used where the stimulus was of 

constant duration, but not where it was continuous 

'Failure to respond within 60 sec. using a constant 

stimulus, and within 120 sec. Using a continuous 

stimulus., was regarded as ano reaoton, 

When the apparatus was used in the form povi 

ng vertical illumination the reaction time, was 

measured successively in three animals,. one in ea4 

test position, at the termination of one dark 

adaptation period'; it was measured at, one wedge 

setting. Owing to the intensity difference between 

each tOt position fO the same wedge setting., the 

total number., of intensities covered by an experimelfit 

was three times the, number at which one animal was  

tested, For horizontal illUmination t  the number 

of intensities iped in an experiment was the same 

as the number for one animal, since: only one test 

position was available, 
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III. T LIGHT R3PON8E UNDER STANDAU) .,.-- 
QpDITIONS. 

In the preliminary investiatiQn of the light 

response, the reaction time was measured under 

standard conditions when the animals were lying 

freely in a depth of water. The animals were .pi 

in glass crystallizing a.ihos 5 ant in diameter 

containing water. 3 cm. 	 They were exposed 

a stimulus of I see, duration applied at five. 

intensities in eoh animal. The.apparatus was u 

the form providing vertical illumination. 

1. Combined results from several animals. 

The mean and standard deviation of reaction 

times obtained at each of five light intensities je 

shown In Tablà 1; the data includes results from 

six animals. The results presented show an incre 

in the mean length of the reaction time as the 1Ig 

ntsnsity derease&, and also an increase in the 

ability of the reaction time, expressed by the 

standard deviation. The reaction time at lower 

light intensities was. both longer and more variable. 

The inverse relation between the reaction tIn 

and the light intensity is illustrated-in the 

action tine-intensity graph given in Pig. 3, who 

the reaction time is plotted against the logarithm  
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of the intensity. Hecht (1918-19a) firstpointo4 

out the ±nvese re1atjon betweenreaction time and 

intensity in the light response o 	and late 

found it held for 	and &olas (Hecht, 191920b 

andl 1921..28)'.: 	Steven (1950) has previously,  obta 	!iI 

a reaction time-Intensity curve for qpmopoeteso.  

2. 	Results from individual animal. 

The two reaction time-intensity graphs shown 

in Pig,.4, are each óonstz'uoted. from results obtai: 

from a single animal. 'Por each animal, nine 

reaction times an their moan are plotted at each 

of five light intensities. Both gras show the 

00 Curren4e In the individual animal of the mere 

length and variability of the reaction time at lowr 

intensities shown by the combined results, When 

eornpared, the graphs indicate differences between 

the two animals,. first in the mean length of the 

reaction time, and secondly in its variability. 

The reaction time in Animal B was both longer. arid 

generally more variable than for the comparable 

intensity in Animal A (F19.4). The difference 

between the mean lengths of the reactiou time 

tended to increase as the light intensity. decrease. 

Animals A and B were selected for presentation sine 

they represent two extremes in individual variation. 

The results how a greater variability of the 

reaction time, both in the same animal and between 



different sr±rnals at lower light intensities* . 

The increased variabiljt of. the reactjon time 

shown in the combined results was composed of both, 

these sources of variation. 	The results also 

that the reaction time in the one animal was short 

and cosisterit, and in the àther it was longer and 

more variable. This suggests that the variabili 

of the reaction time In different individuals 

depends on the men length of the reaction time 

rather than on the absolute light intensity, In 

Its turn., the mean length of the reaction time has 

been shown to depend not 'only on the light intonsi 

but on the animal itself. It is possIble that 

meanánd variability of the reaction time are 

associated and that their yes depend, at a 

given intensity, on the excitability of the animal 

The "No Reaction." 

,A test in which the animal failed to respond 

was classed as a "no reaction 	These tests have 

been ezoludéd from the results so far presented. 

The frequency,  of the "no reaction" in six animals 

is shown in Table 2; it is given at three ranges 

of light Intensity for tests made at intervals of 

several days. Throughout the whole period, the, 

frequency of the ono. reaction" was greater at the 

lower Intensities. In those six animals out of 

the total of twelve used for the experiment, the 



frequenoy. at the two lo-West ranges increased with 

the number of daye, after first being tested (Table 

2 and Fig.5). I The increase is an example of the 

deterioration in the condition of the animal 

referred to earlier. 

Although the 'no reaction" is not wtbotzt 

significance, its occurrence reduces the amount of 

data obtained in an experiment whore it is intendec 

to measure the length of the reaction time 	This 

loss can be overcome ,by using a.00ntinuous light 

stimulus: in 72 tests with an intensity range o 

0'9292'0 f.c. made between 14 and 24 days after 

the first test, te no reaction" was absent.. 

uyuv,I&w. 

There was. no  quality in the movement observed 

in this experiment to indicate that it was the 

response to a light stimulus and not attributable 

to spo4taneous movement or mechanical disturbance, 

The cause of the movement cannot be determined in 

any single test, but it can be assumed that in the 

majority of tests the movement wasa response to 

light since the reaction time was correlated with 

the light ±utensity. To support this assumption, 

the probability of one or more spontaneous movements 

occurring within any 10 sec. interval was calculated 

from an estimate of the frequency of spontaneous 

movement; an interval of 10 sec. was chosen since 



all reaction times were shorter than this period. 

The estimate .was,  made by counting the number of 

separate.movemente oacurring In animals durint 

isolated .2 mm. periods. 	The animals were sub 

jected to the same conditions as the animals teste, 

and were viewed in dim light which had passed thro 

an Ilford filtex No.609. A total of 67 movements 

were observed in a combined periodof 448 mm.: 

The probability, of the ocourrancé ot one or more 

spontaneous movements in 10 sec.' was round to be 

2.5%,. assuming the frequency to follow a Poisson 

distribution. The probability indicated that 1 

in 40 of the. movements whose reaction time was' 

measured were aponous. To minimise mechanica 

distwbanoe, the apparatus was reset immediately 

after the previous test, 

aiure. 

Tests were carried cut at temperatures rangin 

from 130-218
0 
0. 	in one days  the maximum 

temperature range was from 14-4-21.0 00, and the 

minimum from l7.3-i75 00. The mean daily range. 

in, temperature was 34 °Q 

In the light response o 	part of the 

duration of the reaction time varies with tempers 

(Hecht 191819 9, d), 	If some part of the reaction 

time in the ammocoete is also temperature dependent, 

the fluctuation in temperature in 'this experiment 
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could account for the variability of the reaotlon 

time.Hecht (.1918-191..b) has claimed that the 

length of the temperature dependent period in 

is constant over moderate ranges of lit iiten2itk 

if this were, not so in the ammocoete and the pen 

increased at lower intensities where the reaction 

time was longer, the.the fluctuation could also 

account for the treater, variability of the reactio 

time at these intnsitjes. . he.present experiment, 

however, provides no clear evidence to show that ti 

variability of the reaction time, can be attributed 

to. the fluctuation in temperatu.te. 	The results 

from several aima1s,, presented in Fig,6 v  show, no 

correlation, between the length of the 

action time and the temperature at which it was 

asured for a given light intensity. 	The tests 

on the two individual animals (v.s.) were carried 

out at similar temperature ranges, from 14-0-21o8 

in Animal A, and, from 14•421'O °C in Animal B.•  

The temperature range in tests for which the 

frequency of the "no reaction" .j  presented re 

shown in Table 2. They do not suggest that the 

increase in frequency is related to the .temperatu 

at which the tests, were made, 



IV. MOMFIQAIOIT OF 'THE LIGHT EE3PONSE BY A - 	" 
TIMQT,4CX.0 STIMULUS,i, 

The 1)o ]rdResponso 

The response to light was investigated when a 

thigmotactic stimulus was applied in addition to 

the light stimulus* this was carried out by mea 

ing the reaction time in animals which were in 

contact with sand. Two investigations were made 

using different methods of establishing contact 

with sand. 	In .the first, the animal was complete: 

buried in sand contained in a water cell, while in 

the second it lay on the surface of wet sand 	In 

each investigation, control measurements of the 

reaction time were made when the animal was lying 

freely in a depth of water. 

S 

,aratus. The tests in which 'the animal was pp  

buried were carrie4 out in the 'container shown 'in 

Fig,?. 	A glass water ôell, 10 x 6 x 1' cm., was 

fitted' with a perspox block 'and one or more thin 

glass plates in Order to reduce th sectional wid 

of the cell to a size slightly larger than the dsp 

of the animal's body. The remaining space was 

filled with white sand, which was then covered by 

iyer of water. An animal introduced into this 

cell buried itself in the thin section of sand. 



It lay ,  however,, with tart of'its body exposed 

against the glass faoé, of the' cell, so that it 

remained possible to stimulate the animal with ligit 

by illuminating the Lace of, the cell. 	For the 

control tests, the animal was placed in the 5 cm. 

diameter crystallizing dish containing a depth of 

Waters 

The positions in which the containers for the 

animals were placed in the apparatus are shown in 

Fig! 8 	The water cell was mounted in the path 	of 

the horizontal beam of light emerging from the 

convex lens 12.  The position of the cell along 

the horizontal axis of the apparatus was adjusted 

so that the intensity of light reaching the animal 

buried in the, cell was similar to the Intensity at 

the first test position, for the same wedge settin 

The first test position wsused for the control 

tests. 

1aonot the it intensity Reaching. , the 

Buil&ed Animal. 	The Intensity of lig.ht , pasaing 

through the water cell was reduced by the cell and 

its contents. 	To Obtain an estimate' of the 

'Intensity of light reaching an animal b twied meld 

the cell, it was supposed that the animal lay at 

the midpoint of the material responsible for the 

redaction in intensity; it was assumed that the 

tnenstty was reduced by a constant factor per uni 
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length through this ,  material: (Fig.9 ,  A) 	The 

ntensity at this midpoint was calculated by 

educing the intensity 'of the Ilight incident 'on t 

ell by the square 'root 'of the ftor by whioh it 

s reduced after passing through the whole cell,  

according to the equation 

la = Ii. /T 
1 

Th 1a represents the intensity at the midpoint c 

material, that is the intensity reaching the 

Mal, Ij the intensity of the incident light and 

the intensity of the light transmitted by the 

The method is biased towards an under-esthnati on 

f the light intensity reaching the buried anmai 

art of the .anmal's body w.as exposed to a higher 

ntensity than that calculated, sin it lay 

ireetly against the front face of - the' water cell 

d was not covered by sand. Further, the method 

sumes the reduction in intensity to be entirely 

ue to the sand, as shown in 	A 
	

The reductJon 

s however partly due to the glass plates and 

rspez block lying behind the said (ig9 B). 

ntensity at the midpoint of the sand, here the 

nirnal was. aesumed to,lie, was therefore higher 

the method allows (Pig.9 A and 3), The uude 

stiniation opposes the change in the roacton time 

bserved in this experiment. 
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Procedure. 	The.rsaetion time was measured at 

or light intensities, in the burjed tests and at 

sour similar intensities in the control tests; a 

continuous light stimulus was used in both types o' 

test 	?or one animal, a control test was made at 

two intensities before it was introduced Into the 

water cell; here, single tests were carried out 

at each intensity. The animal was returned to a 

depth of water, where a control test was .made at, 

each intensity. The animal remained In the water 

cell for approximately two hours, 

SpontaneousMovexnent. 	IMere reaotIon times a 

long, and variable, It is possible that some may 

represent a spontaneous movement rather than a 

response to light. A reaction time was regarded 

as a response to light if it lay within the time 

interval during which there was a 5% or lesser. 

probability of the occurrence .of erie spontaneous 

movement.- A reaction time longer than this intei 1 

regarded as. representing a spontaneous movement, 

interval was calculated as 5 of the average, 

od p during which one spontaneous movement 

occurred 	p was derived from the observed 

frequency .o.f spontaneous movement according to the 

equation 

where rn is the number of spontaneous mbiPemeuts 

bserved in time t. 
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The observations of the frequency of spontaneus 

movement foranimals buried in the water cell were 

carried out in conjunction with the tests, desor1bd 

later, which required the use of observational 

illumination, The water cell was illuminated by 

dim light which had passed troth an Ilfordfil 

No60 	As the illumination was insufficient to 

enable an animal lying within the sad to be 

distinguished, the observations were made on 

ocóasons when the tip of the head protruded sligh- 1y 

above the level of the sand. The animals were 

watched for isolated 3 mine periods during which 

the number of separate movements were countedq, A 

total of28movements were observed ma total period 

of 180 inmn 	he maximum length of the reaction 

time regarded as a response to light, caloulated a l, 

above, was*7
2T 	M = 19.3 sec 	(Assuming the 

frequenoy of spontaneous movement to follow a 

Poisson distribution, the probability of the. 

ocourrence of one or more spontaneous movements In 

193 see. was 4'9%).  Reaction times lone than 

193 seO have been olassed as "no reactions" in 

th results presented below., The correction 

affected 43A of the results.  

1 , 

The individual reaction times obtained in the 

buried tests, and the total number of 'no reaction" 
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are shown in Table 3. They are shown at t'our'ligt 

intensity classes; each class combines the result 

obtained at three similar intensities, 	The mean 

and standard deviation of reaction times obtained 

in the control tests are shown in Table 4;  the °n 

reaction" wasabsent. They are shown at Thur,  

intensity classes which each combine the results 

obtained at two similar intensities. 

The reaction times obtained in the buried tes 

were very much more variable and generally longeD 

than those obtained In the control tests. The mean  

reaction time was, on average, approximately four 

times that of the control testa 	The "no reaction"  

occurred in 57% of ths total number of buried test 

bat not at all in the control tests 

The difference between the results of buiod 

tests and control tests carried out at similar. 

intensities may,  be stated by the proportion of 

buried tests whose results differed front those of 

the control teats, 	,result was rarded as.  

different either when the ono reaIont occurred, 

when the reaction time was outside the limits of 

95% ofthe control reactlontimes. The limits 

set by a function of the standard deviation away 

from the mean. The function varjeselIhtly 

according to the number of items from which the 

standard deviation is calculated, but was here 
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approx•rnatel two standard deviations. 	Reaction 

times lying within these Urnitsarereiorred. to .n 

the text as"short",  reaction times and those 

lying outside are referred to. as "long" reaction 

times. Table 5 shows the number of "short" and 

the number of "long' reaction times obtained in 

the buried tests, and also the number of "no 

zeactions." They are shown at four light inten-

sities, together with the upper limit of the "thor t it 

reaction time calculated from the control reaction 

times obtained at four similar intensities, The 

number,  of "long" reaction times and "no reactions" 

combined is shown as a percentage of the total 

results in the final olurnn of the table,, 

The results obtained in the buried tests were 

distributed into a small proportion which were 

similar to those of the control tests, and a large 

proportion which differed. Where the results 

were similar, the reaction times were short;:. whe 

the results differed, the reaction times were eithr 

long and variable or were not. obtained at all 

The distr,butio'n is regarded as 'characteristic Of  

what. is referred. to as the 'delayed response,*_ 

!!' 
The second method of establishing contact 

with sand derves from the 'type of movement 

observed in animals placed on the surface of wet 
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sand,• This, movement, referred to 'asthe ,bar 

movement and described in. a later section, was 

observed in the watexoell when the an'iml b%u'rowe 

through the sand. 	Zs:oociirrenoeis regarded as 

evidence that contact with sand has' been establielid, 

The animal was placed on a thin, layer of: sand 

contained in the 5 Om. diameter crystallizing disk,  

It was ovèred by a shallow layer of water, 

insufficient to allow it to swIm. The animal la 

in .a depression in the sand L with the water film:  

just touching its dorsa] surfaoea The control 

tests were earned out in a depth of water only. 

The apparatus wab used in the form providing: 

vertical iliuminatio 

The sand tete and. control tests. were 'carried 

t at four '.liht intensities in each animal •sin 

a continuous light etimuius . A set of single 

control tests at eab Intensity was mad.e before an( 

alter a 'set of single' sand tests,at each intensity 

in. the one animal. 	If any of the. reaction times 

obtained in the control tests following the sand 

were unusually long, the results of those sand.. 

tests were rejected on the basis that the animal 

was affected by the adverse conditions of the 

experiment. The results of 12 sand tests were 

jected for this reason out of a total of 96 test 

t were 'carried out. 	Six anmala were used for 

experiment.. 
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The observations og, the 

frequency of spontaneous movement for animals 

lying on wet sand were carried out in dim light 

which had passed. throughan Ilford filter No.609. 

The animals were watched for isolated 5 mm., perio to 

during which the number of separate movements were 

recorded. A total of 28 movements were observed 

in a combined period of 200 mm. The distinction 

between a reaction time representing a spontaneous 

movement and one representing a response to light 

wü qàioulated from this data in the manner 

described for the water cell tests: it was 214 

Sec. (Assuming a Poisson distribution, the pro-

bability of the occu;rGnoe of one or more spontane' )US 

movements in 214 see, was 4-9%Qo Reaction times 

longer than 21'4 see. have been classed ad "no 

reactions" in the following results of which 43 

were affected by the correction, 

Rea. 

The results obtained In the sand tests have 

been classed, as described in the previous experi-

ment, into "short" reaction times, "long" reactIon 

times and "no reactions." The numbers lying 

within each class are shown in Table 6 at eight 

light intensities. The results obtained in tests 

carried out at similar intensities have been 

combined. The number 'of "long" reaction times an 
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"no reactions" iA presented in addition as a. 

percentage of the total number of results., The 

table also shows the upper limit of the "short" 

reaction time and the mean and standard deviation 

of the control reaction times from which, it was 

calculated, for the same eight light intensities, 

The "no reaction" was absent in the control tests. 

The results obtained in the sand tests were 

composed of a small proportion of "short" reaction 

times and a large proportion of "long" reaction. 

times and "no reactions." Although not individua .ly 

presented, the reaction times included in the 

"lpng" reaction time class were extremely variable,  

The proportion of "long",  reaction times and "no 

reactions" represents the pmpozticn of results 

which differed from those of the control tests, 

These results were essentially similar t.o 

those obtained in the buried tests in the previous 

experiment, 	t is likely,  that the occurrence of 

the delayed response depends on the presence o 

a contact stmulus since it occurred whore inde 

dent methods of establishing contact with sand 

were employed. 

Wet Perspex,Le. 

A delayed response was obtained in the previo 

experiment when close contact with sand was 

established by placing the animal in a shallow- 
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layer of water overlying, a sand substratum. The 

rimental conditions.,apart from . the contact 

th sand, . may have dontribtztod towards the dela 

sponse. This was investigated in the present. 

periment where the experintental conditions, 

cepting the layer of sand, were reproduced, 

action time was measured In animals placed ma 

low layer of water overlying a smooth pez'spex 

bstratum0' 

The tests were carried out in flat-bottonted 

IsheS, 5 cm, in diameter, prepared by tirninga. 

epression out of sheet psrspex. . The amount of 

ater added to the dish was such that the surface 

f the water film just touched the dorsal side of 

animal. 	Control tests were carried out in ,a 

epth of water. The apparatus was ased in the 

orm providing vertical illumination. 

The reaction time was measured at the same 

e light intensitiea In both the tests carried 

utoi the wet perspex and thecontrol tst5. A 

continuous light stimulus was used. 	Control test 

were made before and after the teat on the wet 

Six animals were used for the experiment,  

Spo4ta.ne2ut 	Observations of the 

frequency of spontaneous movement were carried out 

for animals lying in a shallow layer of water on a 

ase of smooth perspex. The animals were ob 



dim red light (, Ilford filter No609) thzring 

aolat4d 5mm, periods. 'Atotalot' 61moements 

trred ixi.aombined period of 209 min,' 	The 

ximwn length of the reaction time regarded as a 

sponse to light was '10-1 sec. 	(The probability 

f the occurrence of one or morespontaneous move 

nts tn 1001 sec., assuming a Poisson distribxti 

4.8%). 	7 o the reaction times obtained in 

s experiment were longer than 10.1 sec.; they 

vs been classed as "no reactions" in the Vol 

suits, 

* 

The numbers of "short" reaction times, "long" 

action times and "no reactions" obtained in the 

spex tests are Lshown for three light intensitie 

n Table 7. The table also shows the upper, limit 

the Hshort reaction time, and the mean and 

tandard deviation of the control reaction times 

bta±ned at the,  same intensities. 

The proportion of results which differed from 

hose of the control tests was smaller in tht's 

iment than in the wet sand experiment 	In 

S experiment, 61% of this proportion was cOmO5 

reaction times less than 5 sec., compared with 8 

the wet sand experiment*, It seems likely that 

fact of an animal lying in a dish containing a 

layer of water contributes little towards 



the delayed response, .its000urrenoe must be 

attributed mainly to the presence of sand* it is 

esible that the, longer reaction times in the 

erspex tests were due to the ontact established 

th the base of the dish. 

The De1ay4Respons i4rtia1,Lried 

Animals. 

An investigation was made to determine whethei 

delayed response was associated wth the 

lication of a thigmotactic stimulus to a 

ticular region of the body, The investigation 

confined to the anterior and posterior parts 

f the body and was carried out by measuring the 

eaction time, first when the head and brarichial 

egi,on of the animal were buried in sand, and 

econdly when the tail was buried. 

The tests were carried out in the dish 

ilustrated in Pig.10. A circular block of 

ox was fittèi inside a 5 cm. diameter 

ryst1iizing dish, leaving a space around the 

erim.etor of the dshto be filled with white sand,  

A animal introduced into this dish buried only thE 

iterior part of its body; it was prevented from 

g itself completely by transverse partitions 
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in, the sand,, arising as spokes from the central 

The water level in the dish, though 

always well above the sand, was adjusted so that 

the exposed part of' the body did not extend vertical 

but lay approximately at right angles to the beam 

of incident light. The area of the body in oontat 

with sand varied, in different tests., but always 

included the head and branohial region and some 

part of the body posterior to this region. Contrcl 

testawere carried out in a depth of water. The 

parattts was used in the fórm'desiied for vortiol 

liuiinátion.. 

The reactiou time in the head buried tsts : 

ntrol tests was measured at Live light .ixitonsit S 

each animal asing a stimulus of 1 see, Headl 

iedtests and control tests were carriedoat on 

iternate: days in a total of thee animals. 

5ponesMoernent. Observations of the 

ueney of spontaneous movement were carried out 

for animals in. which the head was buried in sand. 

The animals were illuminated by dim red light 

(Ilford filter No.609) and. were watched during 

isolated 5 mm. periods. A total of 42 movements 

were observed, in a combined period of 220 mm. Ai 

the reaction times obtained in tests carried out 

under these conditions were less than 5 sec.: the 

babilty of the occurrence of one or more 
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movements in any 5 sea' pertod oa].cu—

ted from the above data assuming a, Poisson 

tribution, was 1.6%. 

The numbers of "short" and "long", reaction 

imes obtained in the head buried tests are shown 

t nine light intensities in Table,8. 	The mean 

standard deviation of the control reaction 

s and the upper limit of the "short" reaction 

are also shown for the same light irtensities, 

reaction times obtained: in the head buried tests 

almost .exoiusively s1 short I II 	The few re 

mea included, in the "long" reaction time class 

reali less than 5. sec. 

The "no reaction's .oeourred in:both the head. 

ned tests and the control tests.. Thetoal 

rnber of o reactions" obtained in both, types of 

at are shown in Table 9. The value of Chi—Squ 

.1cu1ted, from these results showed that if the 

screpancy between the proportion of "no reactie to 

n each type of test were not due to the, different 

xperimenta1oondtiøits., saoh a discrepancy or 

ter could be expeøted in 2-5% of similar 

eriments. Although the discrepancy is theref 

ably sinficant., the actual difference be 

the proportion of "110 reactions,,  was small,.-,The 

"no reaction" occurred ,in only 12% more head bun 
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tests than control tests. 

The results obtained, in the head buried test' 

did not differ markedly from those of the control 

tests. 	This indicates the absence of the delayed. 

response, The reaction times that were obtained 

in the bead buried tests were mostly "short;" the 

"short" reaction times formed 41% of the total 

results, compared with 18% in the water cell tests 

and 10% in the wet sand tests: where the delayed 

response occurred. The occurrence of the "no 

reaction" in the head. buried tests was not an 

indication of the delayed. ±esponse, since the 

prporton of ,no reactions" was only slightly 

greater than that obtained in the control tests. 

Its occurrence in the control tests was duo to the 

use of the I sec.., stimulus.; in the head buried,  

tests it may be largely attributed to the same cau,e. 

Tail 'Buried Tes. 

The teats in which the, posterior part of the 

body was in contact with sand were carried out in 

conjunction with the water cell tests described 

earlier, At times, the anterior part of the body 

protruded above the level of the sand in the water 

cell, leaving only the posterior part in contact 

with sand. The results of tests carried out on 

these occasions are reported here; the part of 

body remaining in the sand did not include the 
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postbr.anchia1 region, The light Intensity 

reachinglh e partially buried animal was regarded 

as the same as that reahing the completely buried 

animal since the tail, the region most sensitive 

to light (Young 1935), remained buried in the sand 

8U1t$ 

The numbere of "short" reaction times, Olongt* 

reaction times and "no reactions" obtained in the 

tail buried tests are shown in Table 10 at four 

light intensities. Details.of  the control tests 

and the upper limit of the "short" reaction time 

are jven:ear1ier in Tables 4 and- 5. 

The results of the tail buried tests were 

distributed into a ell proportion of "short" 

reaction times, similar to the control tests and 

large proportion of "long" reaction times and :uO 

reactions," which differed from thecontroi tets. 

The reaction times included: in the "long" reaction 

time class were highly variable 	These results 

were similar to those obtained in the water cell 

and wet sand. tests. They Indicate the occurrence 

of the delayed response. 

The experiments on partially buried animals 

show that the delayed response is associated with 

the application of a thimo tactic stimulus to a 

partic1ar region of the body. The region is 

located in all or part of the pàsterior half of 

the body. 
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The Reiatjo belween.,,:Me.,Del.4yed,.Reiaponse and the 

The response to light measured under standard 

conditions has been shown to be related to the 

intensity of the light st±xrn.Uas, 	It is possible 

that the response obtained when a thiiotaoto 

stimlas is applied In addition to the light 

stimulus also shows a relation to the intensity of 

the light stimulus, and further, a relation to the 

Intensity of the contact stimulus, If this were 

so, , iven'mágnitudes of the response could be 

related ,to the intensities of the two stimuli. 

necessary data ootld be 'obtained by measuring the 

magnitude of the response either. at varying Inten- 

itIee of contact stimulus for several constant Va use 

of light intensity, or conversely, at varying 

intensities of ., light stimulus for several constant 

values of contact intensity (rig.11). The change 

from the response obtained under standard oond.ti 

to the delayed response obtaine.d.whre contact wi 

sand 18 established,, described previously, would 

then become the special case of the charge in the 

response where theintenaity of..the..ontao•t stimu 

increases from zero to some fixed value.. It, is 

therefore convenient to regard . the response obtain  

under each experimental condition,.' not as two 

different types of response, but as a variation 
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the.- same response obtained at different values of 

intensity of the contact stimulus; the response 

obtained under standard conditions becomes the 

response obtained where contact Is zero. 

The magnitude of the repônse can be me 

in terms of the reaction time, It was therefore 

necessary to select a suitable standard by which 

ohange in the reaction time could be measured in 

these experiments tl in order to relate the response 

to the intensities of each stimulus. Whore'onta 

with sand was established, long and variable 

reaction times and 'no reactions" were obtáized . 

The change in the reaction time could not then be 

measured by the mean length of the reaction time, 

as under standard conditions* It could however 

be measured by fitting the result Into a frequent 

distribution. The distribition chosen contained 

two classes. The first class included reaction 

times of 19.3 sec. and less, and te second, re 
	on 

times above 19'3 sec.: and the ono reaction;. 	the,  

U0 reaction" was assumed to be Infinitely long 

reaction time. In 'the presentation of the resul 

the change in the rection time Is represented by 

the proportion of results falling within the firs 

class, since an jnorease 'In this proportion oorre 

ponds to an increase in the response to light. 

The use of a frequency dietribuflon In revealing 



relation to the light intensity has already been 

demonstrated for the results obtained under standa: 

conditions, where the proportion of "no reactions" 

decreased as the light intensity increased. 

The same distinction between the classes was 

applied to the results obtained under different 

experimental conditions, so that a strict oomparisn 

between the results could be made. For the saw 

reason, reaction tines representing a spontaneous 

movement were excluded from the first class. If 

they were not excluded, the number of results lying  

within this class would be altered by a varying 

amount depending on the frequency of spontaneous 

movement occurring under different experimental 

conditions. The distinction between the classes 

could not therefore be made higher than the lowest 

reaction time. regarded as , a spontaneous movement 

for all, the experimental conditions employed. Th 

lowest reaction time was that calculated for anima Ls 

buried in the water cell; it was 19.3.  sec. 	For 

tests carried out in the water cell, the distinction 

between the classes corresponds to the distinction 

between a reaction time and a "no reaction." The 

first class is therefore conveniently referred to 

as the proportion of "reactions." 
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!.arYifl 1tT of the ContactStimulus  

An experiment i described in which the reào-

tion time was measured at three inteuities ot 

contact stimulus at a single constant light 

intensity. An attempt was made to vary the 

intensity of the contact stimulus by using diff 	it 

sands each composed of particles of a standard siz, 

White sand was separated by means of standard 

geological sieves. 	Three sands, whose average 

particle sizes were 425, 214,,w and lOcp were 

selected for the experiment* Tests were carried 

out in the manner described for the wet sand 

experiment where contact with sand was established 

by placing the animals on a thin layer of sand 

covered by a shallow layer of water, Control tes 

were carried out in a depth of water before and 

after the sand tests in each animal. UnOually 

long reaction times occurred in the control tests 

following 3.5 out of a total .of 95 sand teats; the 

results of these 3.5 tests were rejected. 	ight 

animals were used for the experiment, each being 

tested with each of the three sands. 

Owing to the intensity difference between e 

test position, the experiment was carried out at 

three light intensities ranging over 0.4 log, unit, 

The intensity range was however regarded as sing Le 

intensity in the assessment of the results, since 
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it repreaeted' 1/7 of tho intensity range in the 

experiment where the light intensity was var;jed, 

being less than the intensity differenca.between 

successive light intensities.. 

Results, .. 

The results are presented in. Table. U 	The 

table shows the percentage of "reactions", obtai 

in tests where three types of sand were Used, and 

the percentage obtained in control, tests Where's 

was absent, 

The results show that the proportion of; 

'reactions" deoreased where the intensity of the 

contact stimulus, was raised; above zaro 	They al 

show that the decrease: continued as the size of t 

sand, particle increased. The results would mdi to 

a continuous decrease . in the response, as the. In 

elty of the contact stimulus inoreasez, if. the 

larger sand particle e.presents an increased 

intensity of,  contact stimulus'. 	Sadh a postulate- might 

be expected to follow from the increa2e4l. 

pressure at fewer contact points; reSUltiflg: frOffi 

extra loading on eaoh sand particle... .. 	.. . 

The trend observed ,n 'this experiment: require.. 

further investigation, with a view to,employing the 

size of the sand particle as a means of ivestiga1:Ag 

the relation between the response and the. intensi 

of the contact' stimulus at constant light intensities. 
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0 e effect Of the eze. ot the sand particle on the 

tensity of the contact stimulus could however be 

gardod equivocally. It therefore remained to 

asure the response at varying light intensities 

here the intensity of the contact stimulus was 

ero, and at some unknown intensity represented, by 

ontact with sand, This was carried out in the 

ollowing experiments. 

p 

The response and its relation to the light 

it, is compared in the presence and absence 

a contact stimulus.' Curves relating the pro-

of reactions" and the: light intensity 

btained from tests in which a continuous light 

lus was used. 

(a) Qotact ptimalue Absent. 

The reaction time was measured at light 

tensittea lower than those previously used. At 

ese intensities the reaction time was long, its 

riability ihereased and the xtø ieáct±onoccurre 

e proportion of "reactions" was no longer maximal 

that a change in the reaction 'time could be 

sessed by this standard. 

Tests were carried out in a depth of water 

the apparatus in the form providing vertical 

liumination. The reaction time was measured at 

vs light intensities in six animals. 
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The •observations. O: 

the frequency of spontaneous movement for. animals. 

lying in a depth of water have been described in 

connection with the tests carried oat under $tand 

conditions. The highest reaction time regarded a 

a response to light oalaalated from this data. was 

201 see. The calculation .was required in order 

that the choice of te distinction defining a 

"reaction" could be made to exclude reaction times 

which represented a spontaneous movement. 

The percentage of "reactions,' obtained in tests 

carried out at five light intensities are shown in 

Table 12, The results show an inorease.  in the 

proportion of "reactions" as the light intensity 

increased. The results are presented graphically 

in Pig121  curve Co. 

(b)Qoa)Ag Present,. 

An experiment in which the reaction time was 

measured at several light intensities in the. 

presence of a contact stimulus has already been 

described in the water cell tests. The intend 

range,of the experiment was here extended by 

increasing the intensity of the Ught stimulus. 

The full radiation of the source was provide 

by a 500 watt tungsten filament bulb. slight 

readjustment was made to the lens system of the 
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apparatus in order to focus the beam from the 

source on to a small area of the wedge,, and to 

direct the cone of light emerging from the camera 

shutter on to the water cell. The reaction time 

was measuzed at two light intensities which were 

higher than those Previously used. The oxperime 

carried out on five animals* 	In other respects,, 

the experiment was performed in the manner described 

or the water cell tests. 

I 

The percentage of"reactions" obtained in the 

sent experiment and in the earlier water coil 

experiment are shown in Table 13. They are shown 

at six light intensities. The proportion of 

"reactions" increased as the light intensity 

sod. The relation is plotted in rig. 12 9  

curve 0. 

The curves presented inPig.l2 show the rela-

tion between the proportion of "reactions" and the 

logarithm of the light intensity in the presence ax 

absence of a contact stimulus. They show that a 

higher light intensity was required to produce a 

given proportion of "reactions" in the presence of 

contact than in its absence. They also show that 

a given change in the proportion of r1r0a,0tiOns9 



where contact was present required. approximately 

three times the logarithmic increment In light 

iAtexity' required to produce the same change who 

contact was absent. Further,, the relation betwee 

the proportion of "reactions" and intensity was no 

linear either in the presence or absence of oontaot. 

The effect of contact on the light response 

is such that the some response can be obtained, in 

absence of contact by lowering the light intensity 

A single measure of the effect of contact cannot 

however be obtained from the decrement in light 

intensity required to produce the same response in 

the absence of contae since contact also alters 

the relation between, the response and intensity: 

the decrement varies at different levels of the 

rosponae. The different relation between the 

response and intensity in the presence and abenoe 

of contact can be explained in two ways. The 

contact stimulus may, reduce the eUectivene..e of 

any. . given logarithmic. increment in light intensity 

in prodzcing a change in the proporto.n of. 'treaø 

tions," AlternatVely, . since neither o. the req-

lations is linear, it-is-possible that the differe it 

relation in the presence of contact is aue to the 

higher intensity range over which the proportion o 

1tr$actIofl5 was measured.*, 	The latter alternative 

implies an established relation between the respox 
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and intensity, and that the effect of contact is 

simply to reduce the absolute value of the rèspo 

The roportion of 	aotjons" sing Stimuli of 

Constant ratnk 

The tests in which the reaction time was 

measured in the presence of a contact stimulus we 

generally carried out using a continuous light 

stimulus. Row far all the energy of the continuous, 

stimulus is necessary to produce a given proportion  

f "reactions" was investigated in the preaent 

experiment. The proportion of "reactions" was 

assessed from tests inwhich- stimuli of isec. and 

5 sec. duration were applied at a single high 

intensity. 

Test were carried out on animals buried n. 

water cell. The source was the 500 watt tungsten 

filament bulb. Tht,  observational IlluminatIon 

required to see the animal after the stimulus. had 

been applied was provided by light which had passe 

through an Ilford. filter No.6091 As the body of. 

the animal could not be distinguished in the sand, 

the tests were made when the tip of the head 

protruded slightly above the level of the sand. 

The experiment was carried-out, on five animals, 

1esuits. 

The percentage of *4reaotionsn obtained in 
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tests using stimuli of 1 see.. and aec, duration 

are presented in Table 14. 	The, percentage. of. 

'reactions" obtained at .a similar intensity using 

continuous stimuli is also shown. 

Stimuli of .1 sec. duration produced aa 

tely one quarter of the, proportion of "reactions" 

obtained where the stimuli were continuous; stimu 

of 5 sec* produced more than half of this. proportin, 

The results suggest that the quantity of light 

energy falling on the animal In the fIrst second a: 

the continuous stimuli accounts for a quarter of 

the total number of "reaotlons't obtained. 	The 

energy of the following four seconds accounts for 

nearly a further third. of the total number of 

"reactions." At least some of the energy rea 

the animal after the first five seconds of the 

continuous stimuli is, required to produce the 

remainder of the "reactions.:" 

The light energy. reaching the animal in the 

first few secondsof the stimulus appears to be 

more effective in producIna.esponse than that 

reading the . animal later. This interpretation 

corresponds with the known adaptation of the nerve 

impulse discharge in photoreceptors (Uartliue 1941 
f, 



it 	EBTYING VZ4TS LF, Tn .AMM000ETE, 

The water cell method of applying a contact 

stimulus depends on the natural ability of the 

ammocoete larva to bury itself in. sand. The 

movements by which this burial is achieved and the 

character of the movement occurring beneath the 

sand are described in the present section. The 

description is based on aine-photographs of animal 

burying in the water cell, and of animals moving 

over the surface of wet sand. The thin section o 

sand in the water cell made it possible to follow 

the progress of the animal through the sand. 

Photographs were also taken of the swimming movemet. 

Initial Penetration. 

Before the burying movements begin, the 

swims about in the water layer with its head 

inclined downwards towards the underlying sand. 

The swimming movement of the ammocoete (Fig.13) 

closely resembles the swimming movement of the eel 

described by Gray (1933). Contractions pass 

posteriorly along the muscles on alternate sides 

of the body, so that at any instant it lies in a 

sinusoidal curve. The crest of any curve receeds 

relative to the ground as the animal moves forward 

Each part of the body including the head is moving 

transversely to the axis of progression. 
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The initial penetration of the sand (Pi9.14 

A-G and 15 A-H) is achieved by a fast swimming 

movement in which the head is applied to a 

partilar point in the sand; the contraction 

waves pass rapidly down the body. The transverse 

movement of the head is reduced, yet it remains 

sufficient to displace the aand. 	This displac 	it 

of the sand and the thrust developed by the awimm 

movement enable the anterior part of the body to 

penetrate the sand. The movement lasts for 

approximately 1 sec., ending in small animals (a. 

3 cm. length) when a third of the body is buried; 

in larger animals, the movement stops when a amal 

proportion of the body is buried. 

The initial penetration movement has been 

observed in the absence of sand. Animals swimmt 

in a dish containing water only direct the head 

almost vertically downwards and execute a fast 

swimming movement of short duration. This freue t1y 

occurs at the junction between the base and sides 

of the dish. 

$ubsecent Penetration. 

Ater the fast swimming movement, the buried 

part of the body begins a burrowing movement where 

a sinuous path is traced out beneath the sand. 

Initially (Fig. 14 N-P and 15 1), this is a 
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lateral movement of the head associated with a 

shovelling action of the lips (of. Fig. 18);' it i 

accompanied by a slow lashing of the exposed tail. 

When this movement has enabled a sufficient length 

of body to penetrate the sand, the buried part of 

the body develops a curve to one side (Fig. 14 Q-R 

and 15 1,-N). This single curve is then extended 

into an 3-shape as the body moves forward and a 

curve towards the opposite side is added. The 

early curves may be obliterated as new curves 

involving the contraction of more myatomea develop 

when'rnore of the body enters the sand (Fig. 15 O-T 

The curves may, on the other hand, be perpetuated 

and the original sinusoidal track merely extended 

anteriorly as the animal buries itself further 

(Viz. 14 S-V), 	A completely 'buried animal can 

oocupy'a sinuous curve extending over three wave-

lengths. 

Serial contractions continuing in the exposed 

part of the body can produce a lashing movement 

the tail (Fig. 15 P-T); these contractions are 

gradually arrested as more of the body is buried. 

Finally, the exposed body is drawn passively 

beneath the sand, retaining the form of the arreel 

contraction until it does so. The exposed tail 

commonly lies along the surface of the sand before 

it is buried, the tail tip pointing in the direot on 

in which the head is progressing (Fig. 14 R-T). 
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These later penetration movements do not 

always occur continuously. The animal may take 

up to 1 mm. to bury itself completely if the 

burying movements are interrupted by several perios 

of inactivity. When the movements are 

complete burial can occur within 2 sec. 

The Burrowing P4ovement. 

The burrowing movement occurring beneath the 

sand in the water cell is more conveniently studied  

In animals moving over the surface of wet sand. 

Photographs of animals moving over this medium (Pig. 

16) show that aerial contractions pass down the 

muscles on alternate sides of the body, throwing i 

into a sinuous curve; the crest of each curve 

remains stationary relative to the ground. This 

is confirmed by the single line track left by an 

animal moving over wet sand (Fig. 1.7); it shows 

that each part of the body follows the path traced  

out by the region anterior to it. This is not 

however true for the bead. It executes a lateral 

movement of small amplitude across the track folio ed 

by the rest of the body. This movement of the 

head is accompanied by a movement of the oral 1ips. 

Whba viewed from above, the original rectangular 

shape of the snout appears transformed into a poirt 

directed towards the side to which the head is 

moving. As the. head swings to the opposite side, 



the lips reverse. their. position, 'The 'moernnts 

the head and lips are; illustrated in fl, '18'4; 

ar the movements that occur during the burying of 

the arnrnoeoeto soon' after a short length of body 

txatetI the sand, 

The sinuous 'form of the aminocoete moving tkiro 

ovez sand .corresponds to the 'bodily form th 

tioaliy required for the progression of the grass 

snake over an irregular rfaos, Gray (1946) has 

shown that 'given a $iflL*OI5 bodily form the 

progression of the snake depends on the presence oi 

e'terna1 resistances against which the tension set 

up in the axial muecuiate can act; the external 

resistances are 's*pplted by the uneven surface. 

It can be 'assumed for the amrn000ete that the sand 

acts as a resistance opposing the teAion of the 

axial musoilature 'and that the propulsive force. 

for progression  is derived from a ."pattern of 

muscular e$jorto fundamentally similar to that 

occurring in the, grass snake (Gray and Lissmann, 

1950). The progression of the axnmocoete, however 

tbotgh mainly dependent on the' propulsive force 

dee1oped in the body 'muscles, may be assisted by 

the lateral head movement and lip movement in 

displacing the. ' sand 

The main teat*res of the burrowing movement 

be seen 'both in animals in the water cell and in 



animals moving over wet sand. There are, however 

differences in the number of curves exhibited by 

the body under each condition, Measurements 

obtained from animals moving over wet sand show 

that the wave—length of the sinuous track varies 

directly with the length of the animal: different 

animals exhibit the same number of curves, each 

animal occupying approximately li wavelengths undo 

these same conditions (Pig. 19A). 	In the water 

cell, the animal may occupy up to 3 wavelengths 

(Pig. 19B). The greater number of curves oàourri 

in animals in the water cell might be the result a 

a greater resistance to progression. The buryinfi  

of the amixi000ete under natural conditions probably 

'only differs from the proceeding description of 

burying in the water cell in respect of such 

differences relating to precise bodily form, and 

also in the tendency of the animal to burrow 

horizontally and never deeper than 2 cm, 

The burying of the ammoaoete effects a change 

in the position of the animal from a fluid to a 

more compact medium. The external resistances 

preventing progression differ in each medium, so 

that the muscular effort required for progression 

must also differ*  The muscular effort of the 

awimmug movement is fitted to overcome the resis-

tance of water, and that of the burrowing movement 
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to overcome the resistance of sand, Each movemen 

will therefore be unable to effect progression in 

the inappropriate medium. Certain differences 

between the swimming and burrowing movements can 

be observed. serial contractions pass more slowl: 

down the body in the burrowing movement, and the 

crests of the sinuous curves do not receed relativ 

to the ground as in the swimming movement. The 

amplitude of the sinuous curves is larger in the 

burrowing movement, compared with the amplitude in 

a straight forward swimming movement. The burrow: 

movement features a lateral head movement and lip 

movement which have not been observed in the swimni 

movement, Since the swimming movement cannot 

effect progression through sand, the burying of th 

ammocoete depends on a sufficient length of the 

body being transferred tothe sand for the muscula 

effort of the burrowing movement, in the buried pa 

of the body, to overcome the resistance of the aa•. 

The burying movements of the ammocoete can be 

regarded as satisfying  this requirement, The 

initial fast swimming movement enables a certain 

length of body to penetrate the sand. The lateral  

hed movement and lip movement then facilitate 

further penetration, until the length of body in 

contact with sand is sufficient to permit the 

formation of at least one curve showing an increas 
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in curvature towards the head (Fig. 14 R and 15 M) 

such a curve is the minimum requirement for forwar 

progression in the similar serpentine movement of 

the grass snake (Gray, 1946), 

The movement Occurring in Response to  Light.  

The type of movement occurring in response to 

light depends on the experimental conditions and i' 

the same as the locomotory movement for those con- 

ditions. 	The movement of the response is always 

a swimming movement where the animal is in a depth 

of water, and always a burrowing movement where th 

animal is in contact with sand. In the water eel 

or on the surface of wet sand, the movement was 

usually of short duration, the animal moving only 

a few millimetres.. The movement was often in a 

backward direction. 

It has been shown that the reaction time of 

the response also depends on the experimental con-

ditions; it is short where the animal is in a 

depth of water and longer or absent where the anizn 

is in contact with sand. In tests, this leads to 

the occurrence of the short reaction time with the 

swimming movement and the longer reaction time wit 

the burrowing movement. It is probable, however, 

that the length of the reaction time, with which 

the present work is concerned, is not dependent on 

the type of movement since a short reaction time 
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can ocouz' in assóojation with a burrowing. movement. 

The association has been observed in the water cel 

and wet sand tests; although a burrowing movement 

always occurred in these tests, some short reOtio 

times were obtained. The wet perpéz tests provied 

further eVi denoe 4  flere, the small amount of wato 

at times prevented the animal from swimming and th 

burrowing movement then occurred. The burrowing 

movement was distinguished chiefly by the slow 

coiling of the body and the lateral movementof th 

head. The swimming movement was evident from the 

rapid serial contractions and the skidding of the 

body over the surface of the persex, wháh gave 

animal the appearance of floundering6 It was 

possible to distinguish a burrowing movemen in 24 

of the perspex tests; the result3of these tests. 

were composed of 12 "short's and 6"long" reoton 

times, and showed that a shrt readton time can 

oocr with a. burrowing movement., Further evide 

of the burrowing movement occurring with a.shol 

reaction time was provided by the head .burie4 test. 

The movement of the response was a slow deflection 

of the exposed tail, Tbs movement occurs in the 

later stages of burying and is associated with 

burrowing movement beneath the sand.., 	The read 

time In these tests was mostly short. 

The  swtnrniiflg movement, on the other hand, on 
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occurs when the reaction time is short.' This 

might be the result of the swimming movement and 

the short reaction time being inseparable experi-

mentally, They would be inseparable if the ohan 

from the swimming movement to the burrowing moveine 

occurred whore the body could be engaged with 

relatively few contact paints, as seems probable, 

and if the change from the short to the long 

reaction time occurred when contact was more 

extensive, The invariable occurrence of a short 

reaction time when the response is a swimming move 

ment to which this would lead is explained in Pig. 

20. The proposed reason for regarding the swimmi 

movement and short reaction time as inseparable 

would imply that contact, acting as a resistance, 

produces a burrowing movement through the activity 

of the muscle proprioceptors, and that the longer 

reaction time is a. true thigrnotactic effect of a 

surface applied to the body. 



Observations of the behaviour of newly 

aminocoetes of L.fluviatili3 suggested that their 

response to light is Initially weak or absent. 

When these animals were first exposed to light 9  It 

was noticed that movements were slow to appear and 

occurred In only a few animals 	Later, light 

produoe4 immediate intense activity in all animals 

The present experiments were made in order to 

describe this apparent increase in sensitivity as 

a change in the reaction time. The change was 

measured over a particular range of light intenI 

during a period beginning shortly before hatching. 

Control observations of the ,frequency of 

spontaneous movement and the development of 
	It 

were made to determine, respeotively, how far the 

reaction times obtained represented a spontaneous 

movement rather than a response to light, and how 

far they depended on the ability to move. Since 

measurements of the reaction time were'repeated or 

the same animals 9  the effect of previous, exposure 

to light on the appearance, of the fully developed 

response was tested by using animals which had beE 

previously kept in. darkness. In addition, a shox 

account is given of the morphological development 

of the amrnoeoete over the relevant period. 



An investigation was also made to show whel 

the delayed response, which occurs in older 

ammoccetes when both a light arid thmOtactio are 

applied, develops in association with the light 

response. 

The majority of the experiments were carried 

out on L.21aneri. in Mar and Juno 1955; pre 

experiments using L,fluviatilis took place in the  

same months in 194. The experiments differed a 

only minor points of procedure and are described 

together; a distinction is however made between 

the two species in the preseritation of the resul 

11atexials. 	The ammocoetes were obtained by 

rearing artificially ova. The embryos were place 

in large open aquarium tanks with either asupply 

of running water or an aeration $ysteii. 	The  

majority were kept in indirect sunlight and were 

exposed to the natural diurnal variation in 

illumination. A small batch of L.pseri were 

kept in darkness in an enclosed tank, 

The temperature at which the embryos were 

reared vaxLed beiwen 9°C and 16 	The ea±y ,  

development of all embryos took. place within the 

lower part of this range. The later development 

of some embryos was hastened by bringing them to s 

hier temperature in order to provide material 

for successive investigations from ova of the same 

fertilization. 



Naturally hatched,ammocoetes were used for. ,  

the experiments on. L,fluviatilis; they were hatched 

artificially for those on L.planèr±, This Was  

done without 'damage to the animal, sip1y by 

tearing the egg capsUle with sine ±1ôroeps.. 

__ 	.The .developmént. of the response 

was studied in individual, animals by a series of 

repeated observattons; the animals,  lay freely in 

a depth of water. The observations were begun 

three to four days before hatching in six speoime s 

of 	 and shortly after hatching in twelve  

specimens of &.±1uvatilis. 	The observations of 

L.21aneri were Z4epeated every 12 hours, thd those 

of L.Sluvi,atilis at, leas'b once every 24 hours 

until the reaction time became ident±oal with that  

obtained in older amocoetes. The observations 

Involved th.6 following proedure. 

1. The reaction time was measured at four •jj 

intens.ties in each specimen of &21aneri and fi e 

Intensities in each äne of L.flvatii±s. A dar . 	. 

adaptation period of exaotly60 min was allowed. 

'before the first meaauement, and one of 30 mm. 

'between each subsequent measurement,' A series 0. 

measurements constituted a single set of tee s. 

A continuous light .stimulue was used.; the maxim 

duration was 120 sec. 	. . 

2.. 	The frequency of spozvaneous movement was 
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measured by counting the number of separate move 

ments made by anirna]à during iso;lated 3 mm. perio ts*  

The animals were subjected to the same conditions 

as the test animals, except that they wore Iilwni ted 

by dim light whiàb had passed through an IIfOH 

filter No.609. 	The observations were made before 

each single measurement of the reaction time, 

3. The length of the animals was measured at the 

completion of one sot of tests. ieasurements 

made under a microscope using a oalib. rated grid 

eyepiece. 

The apparatus was used in the form designed 

provide vertical illumination, 

teouaoZement. The data from the 

repeated observations were combined to provide 

estimates of the frequency of spontaneous movement 

for three separate periods during the development 

of the response. 	Prom each of these estimates, 

the distinction between reaction times representin 

a spontaneous movement and those representing a 

response to light was calculated in the manner 

described for the water cell tests., EaOh dis$i 

tion was then applied to the reaction, times obt 

during the respective period over which the fre 

was estimated, Reaction times representing a 

spontaneous movement have been excluded from the 

results, the tests where they occurred being re 

as void. 
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The estimates were made separately for three 

periods in order to eliminate any chane in the = 

reaction time that arose from  change in the 

frequency of spontaneous movement.1 Eaeh estimate 

covered a period in which the reaction times were 

similar but differed from those of the other two 

periods4 in the first period reaction times were 

rarely obtained, but were long where they did 00° 

In the second period reaction times were frequent 

obtained, though they,  remained 19n,. Reaction 

times were always obtained in the third, period 

they were short, 

'he maximum length of the reaction time 

regarded as a response to light and the frquenoy 

spontaneous movement from which It was calculated 

are shown for each of the three periods' in Table l; 

the percentage of reaction times rejected after 

distinction had been applied is also shown. 'The 

extent of each period is indicated by the length o 

the animal. 	he information is given separately 

for the two species . Although there was an 

increase in the frequency of spontaneous movement, 

it did not lead to a high percentage of rejected 

reaction times, since the majority'of the reaction 

times decreased in advance of the increase In 

spontaneous activity.. 

.Egth'- 	The development of the response to 



light has been related to the length of the, anima] 

Length was chosen in preference. to time , from hatO 

or time from fertilz.ation, because it enabled the 

results obtained from animals reared at different 

temperatures to he combined, and obviated the 

difficulty arising in those animals which were 

hatched artificially. Pig. 21 shows that the 

reaction times of animals from two populations 

reared at different temperatures. approximate more 

closely when plotted In rl aton to 1sn.gh, than 

when plotted in relation to time from hatching. 

Time from fertilization was known to be unsuitable 

for this combination sInce material from the ,.same 

fertilization was used for s ceesive .investga.tios. 

Measuremnta of the Reaationftme. 

The results of the measurements. of the reacti 

time are presented in Table 16 for k.Ejan2ri s  and. 

in Table 17 for 	 tables. combin 

the results from six animals of 	1aeri,and. 

twelve oXuviati1is; in eit.à1 the latter, 

hoyever, the measurements did not cover the pen 

When the first response appeared. The tables s 

single measurements of the reaction time and. the 

number of. "no reactions" for several different. 

light intensities, for a series of empirically choen 

length classes which do not oboure the develo 

of the response. The initially large length 
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ovez' periods in: which there was no. . change. In the. 

respona. 	 ... 	; 

The results show a., ohane, in the reaction. tim 

and a chance in the ,frequency of, the. "no reaction" 

as the animal developed. 	.. 

1. TheWiange in the Reaction Time., 

The,ohange in reaction time obtained for. 

nrj and .L,fIviatilie is representedgraphi- 

cally in:Fig,22 and. ft.23 respectIvely 0 	The 

area show the reaction times obtained at the 

two highest-',and two lowest light Intensities plottd 

in relation to the length class. . The change in 

the reaction time occurring in two indildualsof 

each species is shown In Fig.24 for•er±.and 

ftg123 for L fiuviatilis. 

In animals shorter than 5 mm the reaton 

times, were long, Varying over an approximate range 

of 20-100 seco 	Above 5 mm, tie, reaction time 

first decreased sharply in relation to the 34iear, 

length scale.. The decrease became slower as the 

reaction;  time approached, at 65mrn., values simil 

to those obtained in older amxnocoetes tested. under 

the same. conditions. 

Although considerable variation coo Ted in 

the reaction times of. animals less than. 6'5. mm,,,  

reaction times were on the whole shorter at the 

hi.her light intensities., 	In .p1ane,rI, where 
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observations were beg.rn at an earl ier stage than 

in L luviattlis, reaction timesappeared at the 

highest intensities rlier than. at the lowest. 

In the graphs which óombine the results from 'several 

animals, the ect oVlight intensity is illustrated 

by Plotting the reaoton times obtained at the 

extremities of the intensity range employed. 

Reaction times obtained at intermediate intensiti 

snerally lay between those obtained at the 

extremities. The graphs of individuals of 

Jliatj show the position of reaction times 

obtained at an intermediate intensity. A clear 

relation between the teaction time and'intensity  

for small intensity d±ffererioes, illustrated by a 

reaction time-interisity graph, does not however 

occur Until the animals have readhed 65 mm 

2 	The Change in the Frequency of,  the "No react ion." 

The frequency of the "no reaction" from the 

commencement of tests untIl the "no reaction" 

disappeared is shown for 	 able l. 

The frequency is Ccp'esed as the percentage of 

tests in which the 'no reaction" ocu.rred 	The 

"no reaction" occurred in a high proportion of 

tests where the animals were shorter than 4,, 6 mm, 

Thereafter the proportion decreased until in ai 

longer than 5.6 mm., the "no reaction" was not 

obtained. The proportion à "no reactions" was 
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the whole less at the highest light Intensity: 

than at the lowest, The difference was most 

marked where, the proportion decreased, There 

a continuous derae.in, the proportion at th 

highest intensity range,, but at the lowest, the 

decrease did. not begin until the animals reached 

4.6 urn. 

These experiments have shown that when the 

light response first appeared, long reaction. tImes 

were intermixed with a high proportion o. "no 

reactions.'! 	The proportion of "no reactions" 

decreased. slightly In advance of the fall in the 

reotion time, giving rise to a period when the 

reaction times were of. frequent occurrence 'yet 

remained long. Thereafter, the reaction time 

decreased while the "no reaction" disappeared. 

These changes in the reaction time and the 

proportion of "no reactions" occur during a par 

cular period of the animal's development.. Dunn 

this period, however t  the length of the reaction 

time and the proportion of "no reactions" depend 

not only on the stage of development reahedby 

animal, but can be influenced by. the light Inten 

at which they are measured. 

The dee1oprnet of response in relation-to,  

time.. 	The period during which the response to 

light develops has been described in relation to 
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the length of the animal,, The approximate, extent 

Of the period in relatIon, to a time soale i indicted 

in Mgs.26 and 27.. The figures show a growth.o 

for eaoh speoies 	The main features of the devel4p- 

t of the light response are marked on the ourve. 

The gradual decrease in the reaction time was 

observed in animals which had been exposed to, ugh 

both in the 1abortory and during tests. It was 

therefore possible that the short reaction time. 

developed as a result of repeated exposure to ugh , 

through the continued functioning of the receptors 

and nervous pathways involved in the response. 

This possibility was .teted in the present ex 	nt 

by measuring the reaction time of animals kept in 

4arknes. 

Animals were put into, darkness at a stage of 

development shortly before the first response 

appeared in animals exposed .to light. 	They were 

not again exposed to light until they were etimula 

in the execution of a single set of tests. The 

results for three animals of are given in.  

Table 19 	The table shows the reaction times 

obtained at four intensities in each aimai.and 

the order in which each test was made, For com-

parison, the results of a single set, of tests. at 
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the same intensities- are - shown for three animals 

which had been exposed to light,.he:se animals 

were tested at approximately the same stage :f 

development, which is indicated in all animals by 

their length 

Short reaction times were obtained -from the 

aninlaIskeipt in darkness and each set, fomed:a 

reaction imeintenity curve. These results sh 

that the short reaction time was not developed as 

a. result of previous activity in the nervous path 

ways involved in the light response. The experi 

went was however only carried out, owing to loss 

of material on animals kept in darkness during t 

period in. which responses were obtained in Other 

animals. It is possible therefore that earlier 

expoereto light involving activity which does 

not culminate in a motor response may influence t 

development of the initial long-reaction times 

The experiment does however show that the light 

stimuli to which the ,animals were repeatedly 

exposed in the previous investigatIon, do not 

promote the appearance of the fully develOped 

The Developmentof MoVement0 

This investigation was wade to examine how 

far the development of the response to light 
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depended on the, ability of the animals to thove 

The account of the development of movement is gi 

from hatching onwards, It is complied from,  

observations made mostly on f 	iatilis; :both 

test animals and a. number of stock animals were 

used. 	The observations were carried out on 

.animals which had been disturbed either mechanic 

or by exposing them to light; the animals were 

subseuent1y measured. The following topics are 

considered: 	 . 	. 	. . 

The 'development of the swimming movement, 

The movement occurring in response to a ii 

stimulus. 	 . 

, The development of burrowing behaviour, 

The account is summarised in iig028 where the 

stages in the development of each subject are 

shown in relation to the length of the animal'; 

this enables a comparison to be made with the 

development of the light response. 

1. The development of the swimming movement. 

Thsperiod of development has been divided  

into three arbitrary- stages 	In the first, the 

movement of the animal does,.-not result in progres- 

sion. 	The seoond and third stages. are dtstinguihed 

by slow, and fast .prorssion respetiveiy. . in 

the non-progressive stage, the earliest movement 

is a single coil of the body to one side6 This 

n 

1 y 
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can be a quick coil in which the body bends at one 

point and then relaxes, or  s1ow.proloned coil, 

In the quick coil the myotomes contract simultan-

eously, while in the prolonged coil. slow serial 

ntraotions occur. 	Later,, two successive coils 

on opposite sides of the body appear. 	The second 

ooil.begtns before the first coil ends so that the 

dy is thrown into an S-shaped curve. Again the 

ntractions may be simtUtaneos or occur serially; 

the former case, the body immediately assumes 

hape and then relaxes, but in the latter, two 

separate coils can be distinguished. Gradually 

the successive coils become more frequent until 

two to three coils occur on each side of the body. 

This phase of the movement then passes into the 

second. stage, namely the slow progressive movement 

as the number of successive coils increases. 	Her 

short bursts of activity occur in which it Is 

esible to distinguish the individual coils. 	In 

the final stage, the full swimming movement is 

developed. Progression is fast and the activity 

is maintained over longer periods. The individual 

coils are indistinguishable owing to the increased 

rapidity of the contractions. 

2. The movement occurring in response to a 

light stimulus. 

The movement in its early stage is a slow coil 
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)f the body to one side, 	This is followed by a 

hort period when either a coil or a si.rnrning, mover, 

)Ocur5 in response to lit. 	Later, a swimming 

ovement is he invariable response. Fia.28 show 

the range in length of the animal during which the 

oil ocÔura, and the length at which the swimming 

response is first observed. 

3. The development of burrowing behaviour. 

The first indication of the behaviour associated 

vith an animal burying itself in sand is a awimmIn 

novement in which the head is directed downwards, 

this movement is not effective in penetrating sand 

and, it is only later that sufficient thrust is 

leveloped to permit partial penetration. 	The 

iovelopment of brrowing behaviour is represented 

i.n Fig.28 as two stages divided on the basis of 

this ability to penetrate into saM. When pane 

tion has occurred, a burrowing movement boneati th 

3sand accompanied by a slow lashing movement of the 

exposed tail, buries the remainder of the body. 

Fig.28 illustrates that the movement in 

response to light and he burrowing behaviour do 

not develop fully until the swimming movement has 

reached the fast progressive stage. The develop-

mont of the swimming movement itself is a gradual 

process, in which the slow progressive movement an 

single and double coils can occur at the same stag 
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f development. -  It has frequently been observed 

jshes oj'aniuiais brought into Light that the firsi 

novenents 'were isolated coils, and only later did I 

activity become continuous and the' pro ressive 

itovernent appear. 	It is because the movement in 

esponse to light represents a first movement, tha 

t remains a coil oven after the animal is capable 

f ewjmraing. 	The coil and hence, the coil in 

esponse to light does not disappear until after t 

evolopent of the efficient fast progressive 

wizuming movement. 

The change from the period of slow to fast 

gression is a gradual increase in the power of 

ement. 	The angled swimming movement, which is 

0 preliminary movement in the burying' of the 

appears during the period of slow pro'es on. 

power of the swimming movement during this 

nod does not allow the animal to penetrate the 

Unless penetration occurs, the burrowing 

movement is not effective in burying the animal. 

Sufficient power to permit peneaton is not 

acquired until the fast progressive swimming move-

ut is well developed; only then is the btzrrowi 

behaviour complete. 

The Devolqment of 1vement dunin the Period 

of Development ofthe. Li 	'sppnse. 	The non- 

progressive movement occurp before the first respoise 
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to light is obtained and continues during aprOx 

tely the first half of the pen ód where the reac 

times long. During the remainder of thiserioI

o  the slow progressive movement occurs; the 'change  

the fast progressive movement coincides with the 

appearance of the short reaction time. This 

that when the response to light is fully developed 

t only is the reaction time short but the moveniezkt 

f the response is fully developed: it is a 

swimming movement, 

This study shos that the initial absence of 

response to light is hot due to the inability of 

the animal to move. While the light response is 

developing, however, changes are occurring the 

movement of the.aniznal. 	These changes are an 

increase in the period during which movement is 

maintained and an increae 'in the rapidity,  of the 

serial contractions. 	Observations' of the frequen 

of spontaneous movement have shown an increase in 

the frequency of such movement, as the light reepón e 

develops. These changes may be in some part 

associated with an increase in the excitability Of 

the motor system 	Such an increase could account 

for the changes in the reaction time and proportior 

of "no reactions,,  as the light response develops. 

gee in the central nervous system as well as 

erhaps the incomplete development of the sensory 

system may account for the form of the developing 

ght response. 
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The following account describes the main 

logical changes that occur in the ammocoete 

from shortly before hatching until it becomes an 

active freeswimming larva.. 	The account is given in 

relation to the length of the animal.. 	It covers 

period during which the development of the light 

response and the development of movement have been 

described. 	It provides information in addition t 

length as to the stage of development of the 

ammocoete during this period. Approximate time 

intervals before and after hatching are indicated, 

Fbut these vary according to the temperature at whic 

1animals are reared. 

The description is based on observations of 

thnens of L.,Rlaneri taken from two batches of 

male reared at different times, 	Similar cbs 

ations of L.fluviatiiis do not reveal any differe ces 

etween the two species, with regard to either the 

eatures deeoribed, or the length at which they 

ppex. 	The development of 	 is illustra ed 

n Pig.29. The main stages in the development of 

.flui,iatilis are shown in Fig.30. 

Lenh 2-3mm. At 2 mm,, about four days 

ore hatching, the head and tail öf the animal 

a towards the ventral surface. A white opaq 

pearance is duo to the etenstve presence of yo 



ich forms a marked swelling in the posterior end, 

ii to eleven myotomes, are visible (Flg.29A), 

athially the anterior end straightens out and the 

sterior swelling is reduced. The heart becomes 

isible, beating slowly, ad the limits of the yol 

ac become apparent. A transparent fin appears 

rbending from behind the head and continuing ro 

be distended posterior rion (Fig. 29B). 

Length 34 mm 	The anterior end of the animal  

ecomes quitestraight*  but the posterior end 

emains curved. doinwards. The myotoes extend from  

point behind the head to the beginning of the 

sterior curve. There is a gradual increase in 

ansparenoy revealing the outline of axial struotukes 

the yolk aaO 	The stomod.aeum is marked by a 

it and anterior to this is a wide-mouthed pit 

Eig.290), 	Hatching occurs towards the end of 

ge and in the early part of the next, 

Length 45 mm. 	The yolk sac is reduced and 

}the posterior swelling is lost, though the tail 

tame a downward curve along which closely paoke 

otomes now extend. The dorsal and caudal fin 

oadens. 	Towards 5 mm.  (Fig.29D),  the stomodaeun 

comes a deep transverse indentation while the 

pening to the pit anterior to it is reduced. 

11 pouches are visible and at ],east the anterior 

s have acquired external openings. . The heart 



quires a regular beat, 

Lenatk, 5-6 mm. 	By 5'5 mm. (Pig.29r), t*o 

days after hatching, the tail straightens but a 

slight downward curve is indicated by a faint 

lug of the myotomes which now reach the hind 

of the yolk sac. ,  An Increase in transparency 

veals the full extent of the yolk sac. and its 

forward connection with the pharynx; the liver 

outline of the endostyle are also visible. 	The 

stornodaeum ±5 represented by a large cavity. 	Sevn 

gill pouches acquire external openings shortly 

after 5 mrn. 	Pigment is present in 5 mm. animals 

is first deposited on either side of the midline, 

nter±or and dorsal to the first gill slit. 	LateT 

imeAt extends rsally across the midline and 

ertially to*xds the first gill slit. 

early in this stage, the 

njnial assumed s blunt nosed appearance due to the 

orrnation of the oral lIQs. 	The opening of the 

nterior pit is further reduced 	The cortLuoue 

in the caudal region becomes almost three 

s as broad as iti s along the trunk 	About 

'3 mm., the eye appears anterior to the pigmented 

rea as a faintly pigmented ovals 	Later, the 

lete straitening of the tail is shown by the 

straitening of the posterior inyotomos, 	Theo9 

greatly reduced, lies in aewollen intestine which 
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t its hind end is arched and turned downwards to 

the outside 	The velum is visible. 	The pigment 

Le more extensive' and is present in the snout, and 

Ln a line along the dorsal edge of the gills and 

lower edge of the myotomes (Fig.29P), 

nth78. Morphological characters are 

ry similar to those of the last stage. 	The 

igment spreads ventrally from the original line 

ver the yolk mass. 	Blood can be seen flowing in 

ventral aorta. 	The stomodacum opens during 

this stage about six days after hatching. 

A marked delay in the reaction time ws cbs 

in older anmocoetes when both a light and thigmo— 

tactic stimulus were applied, 	The present experi 

at was designed to test whether the delay • o 

amnocoetes in which the response to light had 

wly developed 

As in the experiments on older amm000etee, 

action times obtained from animals when in conta4t 

th sand are oomparod with those obtained from 

s lying in water only. Oontaot with sand 

s estWolished by the method of pressing the 

imals against the sand by an overlying shallow 

yer of water. To ensure that these small anim 

re in contact with sand the water layer was 

duced until only the sinuous burrowing movement 
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occurred 	Control tests were carried out in 'a 

shallow layer of water without sand,  

A single set of tests was made on each animal 

at four light intensities when in contact with san4, 

followed by a similar set of control tests, 	if 

any reaction tines from the control tests were 

unusually delayed,  the iesults for that animal we 

jeoted on the basis that they were affected by 

the adverse conditions of the experiment. 	The 

cult from three animals were rejected for this 

aeon. 	The experiment was performed with 

en. 

Ue 

The reaction times obtained from animals in 

contact with sand have been classed a dsortu  or 

"long" on the basis described in the water cell ter  

The classification is based on the standard devia-

tions of control reaction tmec obtained at the san 

intensity. 	Per the calculation of these s. t. andardl.  

deviations at each intensity, reaction times from 

the controi, tests in this experiment have been corn-

,ineU with those of the control tests in the simil 

experiment where older amtnocoetes were used, 

The numbers of short" and I'longf,  reaction 

times obtained over the total intensity range are 

shown in Table 20. The data was obtained from 

eleven animals whose lengths ranged from 74 mm, tc 
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1.O.O ni. 	Fox,  comparison, similarly classified 

ults from 44 tests carried out on older amocoe'ea 

contact with sand are presenteU. 	These result 

e picked at random from the identical experimeni 

which the same method of establishing contact 

t,h sand was used, 	77% of the reaction times in 

oung aznzn000etes were "short," compared with only 

in older aiamocoetes. 	Only two of the "lông" 

action times in young amocoetes were longer than  

sec. and the "no reaction" was absent. 

No observations of the frequency of spontanoc 

ement were made for young animocoetes lying on 

d. 	it is unlikely, however, that the high 

proportion of "short" reaction times resulted from 

high rate of spontaneous activity, since the "ahot" 

Ion times show a correlation with light iutenity. 

mean of the "short" reaction times at four 11 

tensities are shown in Table. 21. 

The results show that delayed reaction times 

acu'red less frequently in young ammocoetse than 

n older am ocoetes. 	Although animals move in 

spouse to the touch of a hair before thought 

spouse is fully developed, this does notneoessa ily 

dicate that the animal is receiving the thota' tO 

imu1us used in this experiment; the stimulus 

ffers from touch in that it is sustained contact 

lied to the greater part of the animals' body. 
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The rarity of the delayed reaction time in young 

ammocoetea may therefore. be  due to the imoompiete 

development of the sensory system involved in the 

reception of the thiotactic stimulus, as well as 

perhaps of a central nervous mechanism whose funet: on 

would be to delay the response to 1igt. 	The 

experiment indicates that the delayed response, 

resulting from the addition of a thigmotactie 

stimulus develops independently 02' the response 

to a light stimulus alone 
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VII.. DICU3SION. 

A marked increase in the length of the react 

bime has been observed when a thigmotactic stimul 

Ls applied in addition to the light stimulus. 

act±on time in response to a lit stimulus ale 

Le not itself constant bt varies with the light 

tensity. The events whoh could account for th 

in the reaoton time at different intensiti 

f the light stimulus are Uscussed first, since 

lead to-an explanation of the increase in the 

eaction time produced by a thigioactió stimulus. 

$tudiee on the anatomical basis of the light 

spouse in arnmooetes provide 'some information oo 

rning the events which occur during. the reaction 

tiine. Yoixig (193)  showed that the tail was the 

'egion most sensitive to light, and that illuininat 

f the tail produced a movement of the heed when 

cord had been sectioned; the- movement did 

t occur when the lateral line nerves had been ow* 

t may he concluded that impulses generated In 

sed receptors are transmitted centrally along 

ihres running the lateral line nerves. The 

Ireceptors themselves have not been oonciusively 

Identified, 	Steven (1951) has however described 

eneory,  cells most numerous in the epidermis of t 

tail which Lit the requirements predicted for the 



receptors concerned in the response. These cells 

are approximately 6 	in diameter, and, bear boutou 

nerve endings on their rfce; several oe1la are 

innervated by a single fibre. The 'spectral sensi 

tivity of the ammocoete(teven, 1950) indieates 

the presenoe of photosensitive piezit, probably 

porphyropsin, and would imply the existence of 

oeptors in whioh the pigment is oontaired. 

studies suggest that the response to li.t in the 

ammooete involves the stimulation of phoorecepto a 

which are innervated by lateral Ithe fibres entering 

the central nervous system at the level Of the 

medulla •(Peareon 	196), 	The reaction tlmecan 

therefore. be  regarded as the time OQUSO Of a sen s 

of events which begin with a pnimár pbotoheical 

reaction, leading, probably through coupling reot on 

(Wald, 1951), to the geueratiorz of  impulses In the 

afferent nerves. 	Succeeding. i*en\t 	would include 

the conduction of these impulses to the medulla, 

their central transmission and the subseuet 

generation of inpu1e 	in thee motor nerves 	resulting 

finally in xasetUar contractions, 	A changein iii 

duration of one or more of these events must aeo t 

for the change in the length of the reaQflor time. 

In order to decide the events whose durations 

- may vary, it is helpful to examine evidenoeCOnOer 

jg the changes which follow the illumination of 
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toreoeptors and the way in which light inteni 

affects these changes. The evidence has been 

obtained from studios on the arthropod and vertebrate 

eye using eiectrophsiologioal techniques. Illumina-

tion of photoreceptors is followed by a relatively 

long latent period
* 
 during which no electric oban s 

can be detected. 	The first electrical change 

Lollowing the latent period is probably a depolari a.. 

tion of individual sense cells, such as has been 

demonstaeA in the lateral eye of Umul2s by intr.. a. 
e11lar recording (Nartline, Wagner and MaoNcho1 

1952); 	the depolarization is accompanied subsequently 

by impulses in the nerve fibre of the same cell. 

Wull, Fry and Linde (1955). 	believe this depolariz 

ton to be the intracelilar sign of the retinal 

action potentialmeasured with oxtracel1u1ar 

electrodes; 	indeed, it had earlier been suggested 

(iartline, 1935; 	Granit, 1947) that the retinal 

soon potent Ial ws a generator potential initiat 

impulses in the optic nerves.. 	MeastremertS hthve 

been made at different light intensities Qf the 

latency and maguitde. of the retinal action potential 

(WulIf and Pandazi, 1951; 	WuUf et al,,  19), and. 

the latency and magitude of the discharge in optic  

fibres (Adrian and Matthews, 1927; 	Hartlino, 1934 

* This usage of the term latent period should be 
distinguished from the usage employed by Hecht 
(l9l8l9c). 
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and 1938) 	These measurements show that changes 

'in the intensity of illumination affect both the 

latency and magnitude of the electrical response. 

At higher intenitie, there is a decrease in the 

latency of the''Partidalar electrical event, an 

increase. in the size of the retinal action potenti 

and an increase in the zeuenoy and total number 

of impulses in the optic nerves. 

The inverse relation between the latency of 

electrical events and the light Intensity siggests 

that the change In the reaction time at different 

intensities may be in some part due to a change in 

the duration ot:events which lead to the generatio 

of ixnpt4aee. Change's in the latency of the retin 

action potential indicate a change in the time 	F 
required for the initial depolarization at different 

intensities. It is probable also that a change JA 

the time required for the appearance of impulses 

after the onset ofdepoiarization contributes towards 

the change In the reaction time; this is suggeste 

by a disrepancy between the extent o the change 

in the latency of %h;e retinal action potential and 

that of the nerve impulse discharge over an equal 

intensity range. The latency of the retinal acti n 

potential in the oceelli of Limulus varies from 

0.023 to 0.113 sod. . over a respective intensity 

range of 27 x 10 to 27 z 10 2 f.0. (Wulif and 
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i, 1951). 	The discharge of impulses from, 

iu1e receptors in a similar preparation,, the 

ataral eye of Jiu1, shows a greater variation i 

atency, 0077 to O'SOS sec., over a smaller Inten-

ity range of approximately .30x 10 3'Q  x 102 'f.c,. 

Hartline, 1934). 	The discrepancy could be account M. 

or by supposing that the interval between the onset  

f depolarization and the'initiatIon of impulses 

j eends on the magnitude of the depolarization; 

he interal would vary at different intensities 

.Wu.11f and Pandazi, 1951). 

The maximum change in the duration of events I 

Le-r' eceptor will therefore be that shown by the 

atenoy of nerve impulse discharge, rather than the 

etina1 action potential, iatencies of nerve 

kmptiee discharge should then indicate how far the 

Lhange in the reaction time can be attributed to 

tents in the receptor. Although no values are 

vailable for isolated photoreoetors such as occur 

ku the ammocoete, it is unlikely that the latency 

f these receptors would differ markedly from that 

f optic receptors; there is at least reasonable 

greement between the latencies of , photoreceptots i! 

the.,struoturally different vertebrate and inverts- 

rate eyes...' 	$ome values of the latency of nerve 

ulse discharge obtained from various prèparatlofl1s 

shown in table 22 	The shortest latencies arej 

se obtained from vertebrate preparations.; this 
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ght be expected in view of the oppo1inity for 

swnmatonof subliminal electrical effects in 

e vertebrate retina. 	Latency values from 'single,  

ceptors in the lateral eye of Limlus (Rartline, 

34) probably come nearest to those of isolated 

hotoreceptors. They indicate a change in latency  

! less than 0'5 sec. over a light intensity,  range 

f 3 log. units. A Change of this order would be 

nsuffloient to account for the whole; of the change  

n the aim000ete.. 	The reaction time varies, from 

3 sec. at moderate intensities ranging over 2 lea. 
nits, When the intensity pange is extended by  

urther 3 log. units covering very low intensities, 

e reaction time increases up to 20 sec. .afte 

ohniovements in response to light become indis- 

xjuishable from spotaeos riovóments 	It is 

obable that changes in the latency of the receptc 

ke a partial contribution towards the change in 

reaction time, the contribution being proportic 

ly greater where the reaction time is short than 

are it is long. 

Apart from the change in the reaction, time at 

different intensities*, there is.alao the variabilil 

of the reaction time at a given intensity to be 

explained, a variability which increases at lower 

intensities (of. Obreshkove, 1921). 	There is no 

evidence of an increased variability of the latent, 
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perod 'at lower intensities whih might a000urLt fo 
this. 

The origin of the remainder of the change in 

the reaction time must 'be sought in the second. 

Ert of light intensity on the activity of photo. 

reoeptos, namely the effect on the magnitude of 

electrical change. 	This ,effect is of course the I' 

known mechanism which photcreaep tore share Wi 

ther sensory reeeptra '(1atthewa, 193:1; 8ronk 

tella, 1935; Pfaffrnan, 1941), wherebythe. thte 	ty 

£ the stimulus is signalled by the frequency of 

vs impulse discharge. 	It is possible that the 

quenoy of discharge in the afferent nerves may 

luenee the time required for the generation of 

alses in the motor nerves,. £europbsio1ogioa1 

tuiee on synaptic transmission in spinal refloxe 

ocls, 1953) have clearly estblished a basis 

a possibility. They show that the genera 

f a propagated impulse in a motor nerve depends 

e summation of' small electrical .potritials to a 

itoal level of depolarization, . The small 

otentials are' produced by presynaptte impulses 

decays exponentially in timed. The pc 

only eunrnate to a critical level when the 

between impulses arriving at a motor 

urone is suffciently short; with still shorter 

ntervals the critical level is reached sooner. 
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It is .of course only impulses. in different 

presynaptio fibres that can arrive in a sufficien 

short space of 	An increased frequency in C 

erent discharge could be held to decrease ,the 

terval between impulses arriing.at,a motor 

urone in two ways. It would first increase .the 

equenoy of impulses in ay one .internuncial 

urone, and secondly increase the. total number of 

tive neurones by recruiting these of higher 

shold. The reaction time may.partiy be the 

required for the continued afferent discharge 

t each intensity to excite saffidiont numbers of 

ternunoja1 neurones for surnmatIonto occur at 

Gtorneurones and reach a critical level for the 

eneration of impulses (of. L.orente do .No,,.1938). 

The effect of the size ottheaffe-ent dioha 

:)n the time required for the generation of in3use 

Is evident from the shortening of central reflex ti 

t occurs with an increased intensity of atimul 

Fulton, 1949). . Where the discharge in motor nervtee 

ponds on activity In chains f.. internuncial. 

urones, the peak of the discharge is reache4.. 

arlier at higher intensities. of .stmuls. (Lorente 

e No, 1938). 	The extent of these temporal change  

however to be measured in milliseconds; there. 

no valaes ayajlable which indicate a. change In 

time required for the transmission of impulses 
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occupying several seconds, Synaptic transmission 

in the oentral nervous system has, on the other 

been studied mainly in spinal reflexes that 

involve relatively few neurones. 	The mariitude o 

the temporal changes so far observed might be 

extended in the brain with the greater number of 

neurones involved. The light response in the 

ammocoete is not a spinal reflex since the afferen 

nerves enter at the level of the méth1la. 

To account for part of the change in the 

reaction time at different intensities by variatio 

in the time required for the central transmission 

of impulses would, at the same time, provide an 

understandin.g of the variability ct' the reaàtion 

time at a given intensity and the increase in this 

variability at lower tntnties. The appearance 

o Impulses in the motor nerves would depend on th 

activity of many internuncial neurones;-  the inst 

at which a critical level of depolarization is 

reached is likely to be more variable where the 

intensity of the afferent stimulus just meets the 

threshold of the motor nerve. 

An indication that the reaction time in the 

m000ete is partly dependent on the duration of 

events in the nervous system is given by the work 

of Young (1935). He reported a few observations 

showing that the reaction time decreased when the 

area of the body illuminated was increased. The 
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finding reqires further investigation, for .any 

such decrease ,must be attributed to spatial suxnnia 

tion in the nervous system. 

It is interesting to note, in onnetion wth 

the suggested dependence of the reaction time on 

the frequency of nerve impulse dIsohrge:', that the 

frequency of the initial maximum discharge from 

single receptors In the eye of Lint lus is linearly 

related to the logarithm of the light intensity 

(ifartline and Graham, 1932). 	If a similar raja 

held for the discharge from photoreceptors in the 

ammocoete, the reaction time would be roughly pro-

portional to the freqtenoy of discharge, since 

reaction time-intensity graphs are approximately 

linear when plotted in relation to the logerithm,oj 

the light intemsity.  

The existence of a delay of several seconds 

between the beginning of stimulation and a motor 

response has bøen observed in the light response o 

Ciona, 	and Pholas. (Hecht, 1918-19a,•b and 1927- 

28) 0  Rana tadpoles (obreshkove, 1921), 	t.es 

(Hawes, 1945) and 	(Newth and Ross,, 19; 

Steven, 1955). 	sensitivity to light in these. 

animals, as in the ammocoete, has been attributed 

to photoreceptors scattered in the skin. The 

dependence of. the response on such receptors may b 

one reason why a reaction time 01 several seconds 
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ours. The receptors may be relatively few in 

umber and constitute a relatively email part of 

he total afferent supply of the animal. The 

iferent discharge from a small number of fibres 

ght require some time to excite sufficient numboi 

f internuncial netrones for the impulses arriving 

.t a motor neurone to swnmate. 

The proposed composition of the reaction time 

the events which contribute towards the change 

its duration at different intensities is not 

ever in accord with Neoht's (1918-19a,b,cd, 

91920a,b, and 1920.21) analysis of the reaction 

in. Ciozia and he length of the reactioz 

in these animals is of the same order as that 

ound for the ammocoete, and similarly varies 

ly with the intensity of light. Hecht 

gaded the reaction time as the duration of 

oinical reactions taking place in the receptor; 

supposed that a primary photochemical reaction 

s followed by a secondary non-ph otoohemioal 

actior whose end product generated the discharge 

f impulses. His conclusions stated in terms of 

Fthe later eieQtrophSiOlOgical studies on photo-

ceptors (ioo.cit.) are equivalent to supposing 

e latency of nerve impulse discharge to occupy 

most the whole of the reaction time, and only a 

gligible interval to be rdqaired for the central 
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arthmjthsion ofntp1ses, 	Hecht attributed the 

ane in the reaction time at d ierent intersiti 

a change in the duration of the photOhernioai 

action. 	This is equivalent to Supposing the 

in the reaction time to be entirely due to 

arjations In the latency of discharge.  

Eeoht's. view that the reation time is the 

ration of events in the receptor is based on an 

irical divjjon of the reaction time into a. 

itial sensitization period and subsequent latent 

riod.* it depends on the demonstration, that the  

nstzatiôn period is the duration of a photo-

al reaction and the latent period the durati 

a secondary reaction, 	Determined experimentally, 

	

sensitization eriodis the interval during 	Ch 

it is necessary to illuminate the anim1 in order 

to obtain the shortest possible reaction trnè at a 

given intensity. 	The shortest possible reaction 

time is associated with a maximal effect, namely a 

latent period of constant minimal duration. 

Assumn.a constant latent period to represent 

given effect, the sensitizatio4 period would be 

thwatin. of a photochemical reaction if its durátiri 

varied with intensity according to the nsen-Rose 

* This usage of the term Zatent period should be: 
distinguished from its more common usage referring 
to the interval between the application of a stimu 
and the electrical reeponsee 
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reciprocity law of otohemistr.. 	This was, how 

ever only deontratéd for Ciona (Hecht!  1918-19a. 

The sensitization period measured at various 

ntensitea was found to vary inversely with the 

intensity; the product of the sensitization period 

and,the intensity at which it was measured was a 

constant, indioatin the applicability of the 

Bunen4oscoe law, Similar determinations were not 

made for 	, 	in Miue (Newth and Ross, 1955), 

the product of the sensitization period and intensJty 

decreases at 1wer intensities; there would there 

fore be no reason to suppose the sensitization 

period represents the duration of a photoohemical 

reaotion in this animal. 	Sensitization periods 

ranging from 0' 5 to 9.5 sec. were obtained for 

Ciona (Hecht, 1918-19a),  and from 5 vo 42 seo. for 

blyxino ($ewth and Roas t  1%5). 	Tost.tppose all bu 

the shortest of such Intervals to be the duration. 

of events 000urring in the receptor is incompatible  

w±th latency at discharge indicated by electra- 

physiological work, 	it is well known (tiartline, 

1941) that the discharge of nerve impulses from 

photoreceptors continues during illumination; it 

is possible that the continued discharge can atfeo 

the length of the reaction time (of. Lorente de No 

1938). 	Since the sensitization period is defined 

as the exposure required to produce the shortest 
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reaction time, the sensitization period might be. 

the exposure required to produce the maximum dura n. 

f discharge that can influence the length of the 

action time. 

Hecht (1919-20a)  was unable to carry out 

eterminations of the sensitization period at 

fferent intensities in M  ya,, owing to a technical 

iculty arising from the shortness of the 

sitization. period. 	lie did show, however, that 

Bunsen-4øsooe law described the relation betweE 

sure and intensity for the production of a gi 

Aimal effect. He measured the minim intensi 

ich just elicited a response (presumably the 

ngest reaction time) for several different 

postares of fixed duration. 	The product of the 

xposure and intensity was found to be eonstante 

eeht concluded that a photoohemloal reaction took 

lace during the exposure time, which would therei 

o the duration of an event in the receptor, His 

tow is not however hero inÔompatible with electro 

kiysiologioal studies since he used exposures, 0!0 

a 0104 sec., lying w thin the range of the laten 

f impulse discharge, Hecht (1920-21) later show 

oriS, that effects greater than the minimum were 

escribed by the equation: 

k t log. I 

is gny effect greater than the minimum,. 
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the exposure and 1: the intensity, 	It £ollo*s 

that the time taken to produce a 'maximum effect, 

namely the sensitization period, will not vary wit 

intensity in theBunsen-Roscoe manner, 

The latent period is an interval during which 

illumination is not required in order to produce a 

response (Hecht, 1918-19a 9o). 	Its duration is 

constant and minimal over a eonsierable range o 

intensity, provided the animal is illuminated for 

he whole of the sensitization period (Hecht, 1918- 

l9a,h) 	Exposures shorter than the sensitization 

period do however. lengthen the reaction time and 

therefore the latent period also; Hecht (1918-19a o) 

argued from this observation that the process 

taking place during the latent perioa mutt occur It 

a locality where it can be affected by the amount 

f photochemical change produced during he ezpos 

time. 	He- assumed it to take place in the sense 

organ and regarded it as a secondary reaction 

catalysed by the produets of the photochemical 

reaction. 	!echt failed, however, to. give OQns±6e 

ton to the posibility that the amount of photo-

chemical change can influence the duration of S 

process in a separate locality through nervous 

oonnectious. Adrain and Matthews (1927) recogi4s 

such a possibility in their explanation of the 

relation between the size of the area ±iiminatea 



and the latency of the ótie nerve discharge in t 

conger eel, 	Hecht-Is (1918-19d) demcnstration of 

the thermal natzrè of the latent period does not 

necessarily support the assumption that it is the 

duration of an event in the receptor. 

Heoht (1920-21) attributed the change in the 

length of the reaction time at different intensit 

entirely to a change in the duration of the  

sensitization period. The change in the reaction 

time is assumed to be due to the different time 

recu±red at each intensity for the production of a 

fixed aniout of photoohemical change. 	If, howeve*, 

allowing sufficiently long exposures, the di 

of impulses from a receptor were proceeded at any 

intensity by the same amount of photochemical chen 

it would be difficult to a000unt for the diUereno 

in the rnagnitude of the impulse discharge (or 

generator potential) at different intensities (bc 

cit.). 	It has in fact been shown (Harfline, 1934• 

WulIf at al., 1955) by using exposures less than 

the critical duration (Hartline, 1928) that a 

constant amount Of photochemical change in the 

receptor is accompanied by an electrical response 

of constant magnitude. It has ftrthex been eta 

(WulIf at sb., 1955) that the difference in;*e 

electrical response at different intensities, wh 

occurs when exposures exceed the critical duration 
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Le due to the difl6rent am ont of photoohemioal 

roduct formed at each intensity In an almost 

onstant interval. indeed, a requirement for 

tensity disimition, which 'is no doubt related 

the size of the discharge, would be a mechanism 

hich. compensated for the attainment .of-an equal 

photochemical change at different intensities by 

varying exposures. Where such a mechanism does 

not operate, as it does not for exposures less ti 

the oritical duration, intensity discrimination 

fails. 	Adria.0 and Matthews (1927) have already 

pointed but the signifioane of the work of MoDou 1 

(1904) on human vision in this cl onnection. 	Ha 

found that intensity .discrimination-failed where 

very short flashes of light were prsented to the 

bject; the brightness of the ceneation depended 

lely on the total quantity of light received by 

he eye. This finding is urderstandable if the 

lashes were lass than the critical duration; fo 

flashes, the size of the optic discharge .depens 

t on the intensity but on the total energy oonte4t 

f the flash. 

Heoht's explanation of the change in the 

action time would not account for the increased 

variability of the reaction time at a given 

intensity where the intensity is lower. The 

sensitization period would not be expected to 



ease in variability simply , where a longer 'time 

required for a photochemical reaction toformj 

constant amount of product. 

Heohtts reasons for believing that the reaotc 

me almost exclusively represents the duration of 

to in the receptor have been criticised hero, 

wth and Ross (1955) have pointed out that his 

scription of the sensitization process in &a is 

dequate for Ciona, the ammooete and 

ones of dark adaptation of the type that 'Hecht 

1918.-19b) derived from his analysis of the zeac 

have been criticized by Granit (1955) and 

(i96). 

It has previously been suggested that only 

t of the reaction time occurs in the receptor 

that the remainder is the time required for the 

erent discharge to generate motor impulses, 	II 

as further been suggested that the length of the 

eaction time partly depends on the frequency of 

he afferent discharge, Long reaction times are 

btained at very low light intensities and are 

ostly due to the longer time required for the 

ower frequency of discharge to excite the motor 

erves. After the introduction of a thigniotaotio 

tmulus, similarly long reaction times are obtain 

t moderate light intensities, and. 'are therefore 

valent to the reaot±on times produced at a lo 
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frequency o± discharge*, 	in this respeci, the. 

effect of a thjrnbtaotic stimulus resembles the 

effect of an inhibitory disoha'ge on the activity 

of motor nezrones as observed in spinal reflexes. 

(Creed, Denny-Brown, ocles, Liddell and $berrin€t 9 

1932; Eacles, 1953). 	The discharge in a motor 

neurone subjected to both inhibitory and oxoitato 

impulses is eqjaivalent to that which would be 

obtained from a lowered intensity at the. exoitator 

volley alone. 	The Increase In the reaction time 

observed in the presence of a thiamotactic t imu1u 

qan therefore be explained by supposing the thim 

tactic stimulus to produce an inhibitory discharge  

and the light stimulus an excitatory discharge. 

it is significant here that the reaction time in 

the presence of a thgmotactio stimulus retains a 

relation to the intensity of the light stimulus 

the generation of Impulses in motor nerves would 

remain dependent on the magnittde of the exoitat 

volley, since inhibition is a b.yperpolarizatlon of 

the surface membrane of the neurons and simply 

increases the extent of the depolarization reqi*ir 

to generate an impulse (Eccles, 1953)o 

In the absence of information on the tactile 

sense in the axnm000ete, the origin and site of 

action of the inhibitory effect of the thiniotaoti 

stimulus remains uncertain. 	It is of interest, 
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however, .tht apart . from the .occasional ccc rrenoel 

of the 9short" .reaotion time, the_ inhibition app 

to he maintained as. long as the animal is in oonta 

.with sand. 	This prolonged Inhibition could arise 

from a continuous inhibitory bonbardmoxit of the 

motor neurones due to activity in chains of inter-

nuncial .neuronos, maintained by atonic discharge 

from the touch reeptore (of. Lronte de No, 1938) 

Oscillations in activity might account for the 

Occasional shortt!., reactIon tine0 

The effect of .a thigmotactic stimulus was 

measured iu.the present experiments as an increase 

in the reaction time in response to a light .stinU 

Francis and Horton's (1936) observations of thiWno 

taxis IA the ammocoete can be ,interpro.ted.as  a 

decrease in the, amount of locomotory activity.. 

Jones (1955) direct measurements of activIty confi 

this interpretation. He found that l000motory 

activity in amnocoetes was rduoed when. small alas 

tubes were added to the experimental tank whIch. 

,otherwise contained only water; the animals were 

able to establish contact with the glass tubes. 

Activity was reduced both in.darkness and diring 

illuminaticu. 	There was however an indication,  

that activity. was slightly more frequent in 

exposed to light 	The experiments isolated the 

effect of a thigmotactic stimulus . from that prodkac 
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by alight and. thiiotatic stimtUus.00.mbined,. 

They suggest that the thiiotaetio Stimulus .ithibi.'s 

motor aot±vty and t4t the exoitAtorj effect,of 

light is superimposed on this inhibition, The 

observations are in aoord with the observed in-

crease in the reaction time and are oonjtent w 

the, conception of the inhibitory nature of a 

thigmotaotid stilue. 

Reaction times similar to those  obtained,afte 

the introduction of a thinotaotic stimulus have. 

also' been obtained over asjmilar range of light 

intensity during.the early development of the 

response, 	It would be possible to account icr, 

long reaction times that occur during early. develop 

ment on the earlier suggestion that the reaction 

time is partly the time required for aff'erent 

impulses to excite sufftoisnt,nwnbers of internunc 

ne,wones for spatial summation to be effective, in 

generating motor impulseso 	At an early eta. of, 

development, there may be few functional receptors 

and .perhaps a lack of internuncial connection. in 

the central nervous system... Thre are., at this, 

time, changes.in  the movement of the, animal whioh. 

saggeat that new, nervous QOAOeotions are being 

estab1ised. (Cohill,. 1929)4 	Few functional 

receptors would be equivalent to a,lowered feque 

of pfferent discharge g  while lack of internuicial 



onneetio'na would deorease the opportunity for  

spatial summation. 	 •... 	. 

The form of the developing light response can 

be irndersto.od as a gradual increase in the magit le 

of the aferent di ohare and or the total number 

of active internuncial neurones. As would be 

expected, the gradual disappearance of the "no. 

reaction" and the changes in the reaction time 

occur at hiiest light inteisities in advance of 

the same changes at lower intensities, and may be 

attributed to the greater exoitatry discharge at 

ghor intensities 

The work has been, concerned with a delay be eh 

the beginning Of Otimulation and ,a motor response, 

The delay has been. partly attributed to. the. time 

aired for the exottation of the motor nerves. 

As far as the behaviour of the animal: i eoncerned 

the, delay signifies the power of the stimulus to 

excite and the ability of the aotor nerves to, he 

excited, 	in this respect the delay :eprsente .t 

intensity of the response, ,since in situations whe 

than one type of response can occur the re 

most readily excited, that. having the shortest. 

reaction time, will predominate.. 

The response to. light was greatly redusd in 

the presence of a thigmotsotic stimulus. 

nevethe.ea$ remained dependent on the intensity. 0 
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the light stim1. To a certain extent, the 

ef.feøt of a thimotaotic stimulus was compensated 

or by an increase in the intensity of the 11bt 

stimulus 0 	here terent impulses from different 

sensory receptor compete for the control of the 

tor neurone, both the sensory field from which 

a impulses origii•&te and their frequency deter] 

production of a gien response, ITMe work has 

fl how the fundamental properties of the neuron 

ved from studies of the neurone,  in isolation 

an be applied to account for a change in the 

ehavtotxr of an animal. 
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Table 1. The mean and standard deviation of the 
reaction time at different light intensities. 

The a1cu1at±on was made from 20 reaction 
times at each intensity; equal numbers were 
obtained by random selection; 'data from 6 
'animals. 

Intensity 
(1o. 	o. 	.c.) 

2.072 

Mean reaction time 
(eo.) 

078 

Standard 
.. 	deviation 

0.13 
..-.-'-'.- 

1.680 

--, ........................ 

1.33 
,' 

....... 

0.32 
,..' 	. .-.-' 

1041 

.Lr--_'.-.'. -,. 

1.59 

. . .................. 

.0,37 

0-654 2017 088 
.. 	. 

O'0?2 	. 

.................................... 	._ 

2 . 	 89 

,. 	:.. 

1q86 



Table 2. The frequency of the 'no reaction" at different light 
intensities during successive teats. 

The frequency is shown as a percentage of the total number 
of tests made; day 1 represents the first day on which 
the animal was tested; successive tests at intervals 
thereafter; data from 6 animals. 

Time of tests Total 
(days) I 5 and 6 11 and 13 15 and 16 period 

Intensity No. Total NR*  No. Total Re No. Total IR*  No. Total NR*  No.Total N 
range of No.of (%) of No.of (%) of No.of (%) of No.of (%) of Ito.of ( 

(log.oX f.c.) NR tests  N tests tests  NB* tests NR* tests 
o 
/881-1-362 4 26 15 8 29 28 2 23 9 2 11 18 16 89 18 

0-602-1- 176 3 27 11 16 34 47 14 31 45 9 13 69 42 105 40 

1.602301 21 37 57 33 45 73 30 39 77 11 13 85 95 134 73 

Temperature 
range during 152-19'5 140188 153-20'0 133-208 133-208 
tests ( °C) 

* "No reaction." 
0 
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Table 3.. 	Reu1ts of water cell experiment. 

The reaction times and number of "no reactions" 
at 4 light intensity classes for animals 
buried in the water cell, 

Intensity Reaction times 
--
No, Total NE 

(log.of t.c.) (see.) of No.of () 
NE tests 

1.361 0.8 62 	12'7 l44 170 187 

1-273 0-9 9-4 	13-2 16-0 17-4 11 27 41 

1.268 1. 0 11. 8 	14. 2 16-7 17-5 
- 

0.889 0.7 0.9 	6•3 14.6 
0.810 0.7 0.9 10.6 14.8 18 29 62 

0.747 0.7 2.4 14.1 

0.368 07 3.5 	9•7 14.4 
9.268 0.9 3.8 12.7 15.5 17 29 59 
0.264 3.2 6.5 13.4 15.9 

T-813 0.9 1.7 	6.5 1.3 
T.736 1.1 60 	9.5 19 29 66 

L683 1.5 6.1 	9.5 
- -., - - 	- - 

Totals 

-- 
.- 65 114 i7 

Temperature range during tests ( °c) [1a.3 - 19'5 
- ,. 



Table 4. 	Results of water oell experiment:.. 

The mean and standard deviation of reaction 
times from the control 'tests at 4 light 
intensity oJLasse; intensity values were 
similar to those of Table 3, 

Intensity Mean reaction Standard No. of 
(log, 	of foe.) . 	time deviation tests 

-. 

.447 
1.36 0•89 57 

i'332 

0.934 

- 	- --- 	 - .: 

1.94 0'69 25 
Q8i9 

0'423 
2'44 3l 54 

O'320: 
...- 

t.924 
.-----.-- 	 - --- 	 - . 

3.'45 .. 	1'70 	-. 20 
T.813 

- 

Temperature range during tests ( °C) 	15.0 - 185 
J 

., 	
. 



Table 5. Results of water cell experiment. 

The numbers of "short" and "long" reaction times and "no reactions" 
obtained in the buried tests; the combined percentage of "long" reaction 
times and "no reactions" represents the proportion of results differing 
from the controls; the upper limit of the "short" reaction. time was 
calculated from data given in Table 4. 

Intensity Upper limit No. of No. of No. of Total No. "Long" RT* 
(log, of f.c,) of "short" RT*  "short" flt 	* "long" RT' NB of tests + N 

(sea.)  

l'361 
1.273 3.11 3 13 Ii 27 89 
l26& 

0.889 
o.8io 3.37 6 5 18 29 79 
0.747 

O368 
0.268 506 5 7 17 29 83 
0.264 

T'813 
T.736 7'00 7 3 19 29 76 
T.683 

=Tos 21 28 65 114 82 

* Reaction time. 

r') 



Table 6. Results of wet sand experiment. 

The mean and standard deviation of control reaction times and the calculated 
upper limit of the "short reaction time for 8 light intensity classes; the 
distribution into "short" and "long" reaction times and "no reactions" of the 
results of sand tests for the same intensity classes; the combined percentage 
of "long" reaction times and "no reactions" represents the proportion of sand 
tests wherein the result differed from that of the controls. 

Intensity  Control tests  Sand tests  
(log, of Mean S. D.* No.of Upper limit No. of N. of No. of Total No. "iong" 

RT tests oI"shox't"RT "short" "long" Nil of tests RT + N! 
(see.)  (secj __ RT  

1.966 1.01 0.21 14 1.46  4 4 8 100 

1.683 1.10 0.60 II 2'42 0 	- 3 4 7 100 

1-518 
1-470 141 0.33 23 2'09 0 6 8 14 100 

1'212 1'23 0'44 10 2.21 2 2 3 7 - 71 

0982 
0.944 1.93 0•65 24 3'27 1 2 11 14 -_ 93 

0.683 1.83 0'1 10 2'97 2 0 5 7 71 

0-506 
0-447 3-40 1.56 - 21 6.66 2  11 	- 14 86 

0-190 3.02 2q79 20 8.85 - 	1 2 	- 10 13 92 

Totals - 8 20 56 - 	84 90 

emperature range 	13.8 - 17'9 16'2 - 19.2 
during tests ('a) _____________________________________________ 

* Standard deviation. 



Table 7. Results of wet perepex experiment. 

The mean and standard deviation of control reaction times and the tapper 
limit of the "short" reaction time for 3 light intensities; the 
distribution into "short" and "long" reaction times and "no reactions" 
of the results of perspex tests at the same intensities; the combined 
percentage of "long" reaction tines and "no reactions" represents the 
proportion of perspex tests wherein the results differed from that of 
the controls 

Intensity 
(log. of f.e.) 

Control tests Perspex tests 	- 
Lean 

RT 
(sec.) 

S.D. No.of 
tests 

Upper limit 
of "short"RT 

 (sec.) 

No.of 
"short" 

RT 

No.of 
"long' 

RT 

No.of 
NR 

Total 
No.of 

 tests 

"Long" 
RT + NR 
() 

2.152 0.99 0.22 20 1.45 19 2 2 23 17 

1.939 0.96 0.24 14 1.49 12 5 1 18 33 

1.703 1.41 1.03 25 3.53 21 4 2 27 22 

Totals - 52 11 5 68 24 

.emperature range 
uring tests (06) 13.8 - 170 152 - 170 



Table 8. Results of head buried ex2eriment.. 

The numbers of "short" and "long" reaction times in the head buried 
tests for 9 light intensities; the mean and standard deviation of 
control reaction times and the upper limit of the "short" reaction 
time for the same intensities. 

- 	Control test3  Head buried tests 
:ntensity dean — WO-.of Upper No.oZ 1fo. of No. or 
log-of f.c,) ET S.D. tests limit of "short" "long" tests 

(sea..)  "short"RT RT RT  
2.057 1.00 0.33 9 1.74 5 2 7 - 
1.857 1.52 0•27 9 2.13 7 1 8 

1-650 
1-568 1.64 0-52 16. 2- 75 12 0 12 

1-371 1.79 0-19 8 2-22 6 2 8 

1-170 
1-037 2.01 0.75 12 3.63 11 0 11 

0.826 2.47 0.72 6 4.23 3 0 3 

0-664 
0-528 2.10 0-87 8 4.10 7 0 7 

0.328 2.80 0•78 3 5.28 2 0 2 

0-140 
0-037 2.70 1.34 6 5.98 3 0 3 

Totals - 56 1 	5 61 

emp.range0  during 13.0 - 15.0 13.0 - 15.0 
--tests ( 	C) _____________________________ 
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Table 9. R suits of head: buxied *eci) 

The total-  numberof ,no reactions! in 
the head burred tests and control tests 
farthe whole intensity range. 

Control tests 	Head buried. 
tests 

No. of NR 	 56 	 74 

Total No, of 	 - 
tests 	 135 	 135 .  

Intensity range 	- 	- 
(log, of fie.) 	 1 1 3 	2 0 7 

-------- 	±-,--_---- 



Table 10,. Results of tail buried. e,eriment.. 

The numbers of"short" and UlongH reaction times and 11iio 
reactions,* in the tail buried tests for 4 light intensities; 
the combined percentage of tq0gtt  reaction times and no 
reaotions represents the proportion of tests wherein the 
result differed from that of the controls; details of 
control tests in Tables 4 and 5. 

Intensity 

--- 	- 	 -----_______--- 

No. of No, of 

- 

No. of 

--- 

Total No. "Long'' 
(log.., 	of 	f'.a..). "short." ItT "long" RT NE of tests •- fiT + NE 

1.361 
1273 2 . 	8 	- 5 15 87 
1.268 

o889 - - 	 - 

0.810 . 	 4 3 .7 14 71 
0.747  

0368  
.0.268 2 1 	- 10 13 85 

-. 	- 

0.264  
- 

- T.813 - 	 - 

-=-.- - - --------- 	- 

L736 - 	 4 1' - 8 13 	- 69 
T.683  

To-tale 12 13 30 55 78 



Table 11. The proportion of "reactions" at a single 
light intensity asing sands of different - 	 particle sizes.  

'Mean Partiole sand_tests Control te$ts 
Size 	(.L.) ir  100 

'reactions 14 16 
- 

18 64 

Total no. 

- 

of tests 30 26 24 64 

'Reactions" 
019. 47 62 75: 100 

Temp. range -15.-Q-156- i. 	ii• 9 duringtests '-17 18.3 18.0 
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Table 12 	The proportion of flreactionst at different 
light intensities in the absence of a oontaot 
stimu1as, 

•V•VVVV_V 

4 

Mean intensity. 
V 

No. of 

V..- 	- 

Total No. "Reactions," 
(1o,. 	of 	.o.) 	•ttreaotionsll of tests (%) 

007 

V 	V 
 

10 11 91 

v.513 
y •• VV_VV_V 

14 17 . 	 82 

'.032- 	 . . 	 • 

• 

• . 	 61 
- 	-• 	:- 	• 

'515-. 

V 

8 

• -. 

18 

. 

44 
V V V_ V  

___________________________ 

V 	-- 	V  

______________________ V_V 

V•, • 

18 
VV 	V 	•- 

	

V__VVV 	__VVVV 

• 	17 
• •• VV_.4 

Pem'p. range 
IUring tests  V _:V_VL V_ VV__ V 

17-8 

V 	 • VV_VV_VV 



Table 13.,  The proportion of "reactions", at 'd±feren.t 
light intenaities in the-presence of a 
contact stirnL1. 

eaA 1ntensitr 
(104, of f.c.) 

- 
No. of 

"reactic-ns"- 
Total No. 
of tests 

"eaotions" 
() 

24.3 17 23 
--- 

74 

2.0-93 

1.300 

1' 	- 

16 

26 

	

- 	- 
' 	27 

- 	69 

- 	59 

0.805 	- - 	11 29 - . ' 38 

0'300 
-'-------- 

12 - 	29' 
--' 

- 	41 

'--'- ---- 
.00 

-- 	1.744 

- 
IC- 	- 29 34 
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Table 14., 	To proportion of "reactions" for stimuli 
of different duration,  

Dt*ration of stimulus 
(sec.) 	 . 1 	. 

. OontinuoLis 
illumination 

No.. of 	reactions" 	. . . 	. 	4 14 17 

Total no, of tests 21 30 23 
. 

"Reactions"() 
., 

19 47 . 	74 

Intensity (log.ot t..c.) 2.443 2.443 2.513 

Temp., rangeurin 
tests (00) 

. 

-,... 
18.3- 
193 

.- 	.,.. 	.. 

17.5- 
.9'2 

. 

i58- 
19.0 
.....- ... 	.-r---.. 



Table 15. The maximum length of the reaction time regarded as a response to 
light for Qiree periods during the development of the response in 
L.planeri and L.fluviatilis. 

The table also shows the probability of occurrence of 1 or more 
spontaneous movements, calculated from the Poisson sum daring an 
interval equal to the maximum length of the reaction time; the 
number of movements observed in a given time from which calculations 
were made; the percentage of reaction times rejected on the basis 
of their representing a spontaneous movement. 

L. planeri L.fluviatllis. 

Period I II III I II III 

Length (mm.) 2-45 4•6-58 5.9+ 3•8-4•2 43-5.9 6•0+ 

aximum length of ET 
egarded as response 99 58 19 CO 81 27 
o light (see.)  

robability of 
ontaneous move- 4.9 4.9 5.0 - 4.9 4.9 

,ent ()  

otal observation 
period (mm.) 99 96 81 18 54 18 

otal No. of 
ovementa 3 5 13 0 2 2 

eaction times 
'ejected () 6 18 2 0 4 2.4 
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ength 
(mm.) 2-0-3-G  3 1-4 0 4- -l-4-6  4-7-4.8  4 9-5 0 5-1-5-Z  5 3-5 4 5-5-5-6  5 7-5 8 5-9-6-0  6 1-6 2 6.3,-6-4  6 5-6 6 61.7-7-2 

Intensity 
10 	of 

No 
of 

RT 
(sec.) of 

NoRT 

INRI 
(see) 

N0 
of (see.) of 

RT 
(see) 

16 
of (see) 

0 
of (see.) 

ol 
of (see) 

f. )  of (sec.) 
o. 

of 
RT' 

(see) 
RT 

(see) 
RT RZ 

(see) (sec.) 
RT 

(sec.) 
RT.  

(sec c.) NR NR  NR NR NR  NR  NR NR  
2.148 3 5.0. 3 66.5 2 27.0 0 37.3. 37.0 0 38.1 - - 0; 27.6 0 7

64.0 
3.1 1.2 1.2 11 12 0-7- 

64 .0 48.8 53.8 1.7 1.3 12 08 
2.2 1.8 1.3; 11 

I•907 3 3 4 - 0 49.5 0: 47.0. 0 92o 10.0 '0 2.7 1.5 1.3 1.7 'll 13' 11 
30.8 2.7 1.9 1.3 13. 3.

2.8; 
24 1-3-- 

2-8  1.6 31  
19719 3 - 4 84.72. 25.7 0' 44.1._ - 0. 6.8 '-'  0: '60. 0 3.9; 2•8 1.3 1.8 13. - 0•92•6 

11.9 7•1 8.9 227 1.5 15.6 09 
1.7  1•6 

1.665 4 - 4 '3 - I a 524 0 19.1 - 0 14.00. 45.0 1.9 1.9 14 14 09 
54.2 2.5 1.9 15 11. 

2•8 24 1.9  16 
1.417 3 26.4 3 - 	. 4 - - - 0 44.0 - '- 0 0 16.6 	.0 3.5 2.7 2.0 2.4 17' 21 12. 

49.5 
123.4 
34.0 4.1 8.0 2•1 18 27 15 

16.5  ..4 -2 100.  
1.199 3 95.3, 5 -. 2 32.6 - 0. 15.0 - - 0 11.8 0 6.8 5.7 1.9 4.0 22 -. 1.3 	1.6 

96.7 30.5 12.3 8.7 19.4 2.2 129 13. 
3.4  15 

1.117 4. - 3 3001 83.6 0, 48.5 0 37•7 0 37.4 - - 1 - -, 2.8 2•4 22 1•7 1•2 
3.7 3.1 27 15 
4.5 3.. 3,•2.  1•5 

0.863 4 3 - 2 59.7 I - 0 16.0 0 44.2 0 46.5 0 5.3 4•5 2-5 	4-1 22 3'•O 2•0 
94•0 8•4 7•1 2•9 2•4 2.4 

8.7  3•2 160 
0•684 4 92.2 5 - 3 - - - - - 0' 7.3 - - 0 23.6 0 37•6 5•6 1•3 	6•5 -; . 1•1 	2'O 

52•4 97 3•6 4.5 1:6 
4•6 

0.642 	.2 68.2 4 - 3. - 1 -, 0 36.5 - - - - 1 - 0 7•0 3.5 3.4. 3:•0 13, 
95.0; . . . 

157-6 
7.7 3.8 36 17 

13.2 4.0. 4.7 19 - 
0396 3 - 3. 3. - . 1 53.3 - - 1 48'.6 0 51•5 0 14•8 6•5 3•9 8.1 3.6 5;1 32 

15•7 4.3 36 3.•6 
24.0.  4.3, 158  

0.179 4 - 5 	- 3 - 1 - - - 1 41.3.  - - 1 - 1 34.9 13.9 4.4 8.3 41 - 20 48 
40.8 5.7 25 

_____ ____ _____ 6.8 27' 



Table 17. The reaction time daring the development of 
the light response for L.fluviatilis. 

in&.e messrernents of the reaction time and 
the number of "no reactions" are shown at 
15 light intensities in relation to length; 
the "no reaction" was absent after 5.0 mm.; 
the mean and standard deviation of the 
reaction time is shown ,for lengths above 
78 mm.; data from 12 animals; 0temperature 
range •daring tests was 143-185  C. 
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Length  
IMO), 08 4.7 5,.0 5.1 L 6/ - 7.7 f.8 -_9.7 - intensity No. RT No. RT No. RT RT R. RT RT KIT RT Mean R I No. 	of 

(log, 	of of (sec.) of (see.) of (sec. ) . 	(see.) 	. (sec.) (see..). (sec), (see.) (see.) (sec,) S.D. observ- 
£ c )  ations 

1.860 2 0 19.2 0 18.4 2,6 15.3 19 .1,2 13.2 1,6 9.8 1.0 1.5 0.8 0.9 0.75 b.33 13 
21.0 21.7 14.5 16.4 6.7 1.7 1.9 10.3 1,1 1.9 0,8 

2.5 5.2 
1,646 -, I 24.3 1 20.7 190 10.5 1,6 2.5 6,7 10, 1.7 0.7 0.78 0,15 24 97.6 24.3 20.0 108 2,6 3.3 13 1. 0.7 

2. 0.8  
1.430 1 0 32.1 0 16,6 12,1 40.4 2.7 28.5 3,.0 1.4 14.3 1.2 i8 0.7 1.1 0.81 0.13 18 

21.9 15,4 3.3 4.0 2,2 5.3 1.2 1.8•H 018 
:228 

1.384 2 0 
........... 

10.6 0 29.4 5.4 13,0 2,1 28.0 1.5 13.3 2.4 6.9 1.2 1,7 0,6 1.2 0.81 0.20 13 
18.6. 40,9 8.7 28.0 2.14 2,7 2.5 13.0 13 1.9 1.0 

.8.1 ,. 8.7 3.3 i?_ 
14124 -. - : 	0 12.4 0 12.3 50.4 43.5 6,6 1.6 2,3 11.0 1,6 2,1 0,8 0,95 0.16 26 

35.8 39 169 47,3 36.6 109 140 1,7 2.8 1.1 
50.14  4.6 6.7_-r  

0.903 1 79.0 0 61,7 0 18,7 5.5 37,4 3.3 22.4 5,4 2,4 36 1 1,5 2,7 1,3 1.4 0.990,25 18 
19.2 30,0 7.6 7.9 2.9 7,0 1,5 33 1,3 
36.7 ~0

- _il _ 2_ 3,1 - 7,5 1 -.7 
0.857 2 - 0 16.1 0 30.0 8.3 29,81 3.6 3,4 41.8 2.3 7.4 1.4 2,3 1,1 1,6 1,08 0.14 13 

36,2 44.2 18,2 33.4 5.6 3.5 3.4 18.5 1.8 5,5 1.3 _63.6 2 0 6 • 3 - 4.1 2o2 .  - I ,. 

0.641 0 12.8 0 12,8 43,6 32.0 7,5 3.3 4.0 9.2 2,0 2.4 1,0 1.21 ).22 26 43.8! 29.0 54,9 '.'H 	8.1 4.3 7.1 2,3 2,9 1.4 
-40.9 2.14. 1.7  

0,426 2 - 0 40,6 0 21,9 4.9 
- 

39,13 3.8 25.2 . 	51 3.5 7.3 2,1 3.3 1,5 1.8 1.3 .35 19 
25,3 24.2 9.1 6.2 37 11.4 2,3 6.6 1,6 

1i 
0,358 2 0 39,4 0 3367, 5,2 26,5 7.7 5,0 39.6 14.2 2.3 10,4' 1 05 2.3 1.29 0.35 13 

58.7 .• I 	16..9 32.2 7,7 11.5 .4.•6 2,8 1,.8 
2Q. • j3,.8, 25.2 it 6 1 .8- 

01100 - 0 12,5 	0 12,5 34.5 
.

0.100 944 27 6.3 22.3 2.8 3.1 1.5 . 1,74 0.41 26 
59,4 28.9 25.3 47 17,7 249 3,1 2.0 

-- -. -' .. 42.4.. __________ _4.. 19.6 - 3•. 
T,875 2 0 41.5 0 19,8 7.5 54,7 5.2 10.7 3.6 7.8 3,2 7.9 1.7 2.4 

2.2.
. 1.76 0.60 20 

43.9 36.6 27,6 19,1 11.4 6.4 9.0 3.3 8,8 211 
061 ,t.6 jjj 14.1,_- 2.2  

T.869 2 - 1 21.2 0 18.9 7.5 38,0 5.4 7,1 18.5 5,7 25,4 2.7 6.9 1.5 30 	19 1.78 0.47 13 
65.8. 14.5 8.6 16.6 9.7 4.5 8.3 2.6 

•••2•_-•. .?54 3.0  
T,568 - - 0 32,6 

91.6 
0 27.2 

3.2 
32,4 
41.7 

'25.9 2,3 
6.6 

4,7 22,8 3.7 
. 

5,1 2.5 2.51 0.68 26 
39.9 11.3 4.1 9.6 	r 3.2 

- L-, _- --- :_ . -_------- __4.5___,_-_'_ _- 
322 .2 - 0 41,2 0 26.6 8.8 63.3 -12,6 3,3 11.6 5.2 13-1.3 3.1 3.5 2,66 ).88 	• 20 

59.7 20,2 15.2 )35.6 ,6 15.8 3,8 3.1 
J33. z 51.1 

- .8 - 2 , 

Reaction Times = RT 



Table 18. The change in the frequency of the "no reaction" during 
the development of the light response for L.planerl. 

The frequency Is given as a percentage of the total number 
of tests made; it Is shown for 3 light intensity ranges 
and for the total range, during '5 stages of development 
designated by length. 

Length class (mni.) 

:ntensity 2-3 3.1-4.0 4.1-4.6 - 	47-52 5.3-5.6 
range _____  

No.of Total R No.of Total 
- 
RR Ro.of Total NB No.of Total NB No.of 1)o1 NB log.of f.c.) 

NB No.of NB No.of () NBNo-of (%) iiR No.of (%) NB 140.of ) 
tests tests - tests - tests tests -  

l'665- 
2148 13 14 33 14 16 8 11 14 79 1 12 8 0 9 0 

0.863- 
l4l7 14 17 82 14 15 93 - 9 13 69 - 1 - 9 11 - 1 8 12 - 

0.179- 

-__ ----- 

0684 13 16 81 17 17 100 12 12 100 5 9 56 3 6 50 

0.179- 
2.148 40 47 85 45 48 94 32 39 82 7 30 23 4 23 17 



Table 19.  Reaction time-intensity data from 3 animals of L.pianeri kept 
in darkness during the development of the light response. 

Similar data is presented for comparison from 3 animals exposed 
to light; stage of development indicated by length. 

Entensity Order Reaction time Intensity Order Reaction time Intensity Order Reaction time 
Log. of of -- 	(see. (log. of of (see.) (log, of of (S a.) 
f.c.) tests knimal Animal f,e..) tests 'Anal  Animal f..c.) tests Animal Animal 

not exposed not exposed xposed exposec 
exposed to exposed to to to 

to light to light light light 
light  light 11 

2.148 4th 0.6 0•9 1.907 4th 08 09 1.719 4th 0.9 1•O 

1'665 2nd 07 16 1417 2nd 08 1.7 1.199 2nd 1.1 15 

1•117 3rd 0.9 1.3 0.863 3rd 1.1 17 0.684 3rd 14 2.0 
• 

0'6.43 1st 
---•. 

1.1 
- 

1.7 
_______ 
0.396 

____ 
let 

_____ 
1.6 2.1 0.179 

____ 
let 1.5 2.2 

Length (.) 7.3 7.4 - 7.3 7-8 7.3 7.3 
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Table 20. The numbers of "short" and "long" reaction 
times and "no reactions" for young and older 
amni000etes 

Length Intensity No. of No, of No.of Total No "Long" 
(mxii,)• range "short" RT "long" RT NR of tests ET+NE 

(log.of f.c.) () 

14.1,0 0.179-.2-.148 34 10 0 44 23 

0,30 T'964-1'966 7 10 27 44 84 

Table 21. The mean of the "short" reaction tines at 
different light intensities for young aunmocoetes. 

lean Intensity 
(log, of f,c,) 0.288 O'730 1.244 1'860 

Loan Reaction 
Time (sec.) 1.87 1'75 1'56 1'31 

To. -of obser- 
vations 6 

--..-- 	.-- 
8 

- 	 --- 
B 

--- 	- 	__i 

12 
---- 



Table 22. The range in the latency of nerve impulse discharge at different- 
light 

ifferent
iit intensities in some invertebrate and vertebrate preparations. 

Author 	Preparation Latency Intensity Difference Relative 
range range in latency intensity 
(see.) (see.) range (log.) 

units) 

Rartline 	Single fibres 0-077-0-505 3Ox106-30xlO3  0.428 3 
(1934) 	from lateral eye metre candles at 

of Lixnulus surface of eye 

Adrian and 	Optic nerve of 0-15-0-35 40-2 	arbitrary 020 1'2 
Matthews 	eonger eel units 

(1927) 

Hartline 	Single intra- 005-0•2 2.0x103-2•0x10 2  0•150 5 
(1938) 	ocular fibres metre candles at 

from frog retina retina 

Bernhard 	Optic fibres of 0100-0•400 10°  x 10-4 0300 4 
(1940) 	frog arbitrary units 

Bernhard 	Human electro- 0058-0121 IO°  x 1073 0063 3 
(1940) 	retinogran. 	* arbitrary units 

b-vve Latency of 

* The b-wave signals activity in the neurones linking the receptors and 
ganglion cells (Granit, 1947). 
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Fig. 1. 	Photographs of the apparatus designed to provide a 
light stimulus of variable intensity and duration 
for use with three animals. 
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Fig. 2. 	Diagram of the apparatus for light stimulation. BI and 
32, baffles;: C, camera. shutter; D, test dish;: Fl,  ON 20 
Chance glass heat filter; P2,  monochromatic Ilford 
filter No.609; Li and L2,  convex lenses; Ml, 1v12 and M3, 
Positions of the plane mirror; OL, observation lamp; 
R, rheostat; S, light source; Sc, screen surrounding 
the three experimental positions I, II, III; T, trans-
former; W, neutral wedge of graded density. 
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0 	0.4 	0.8 	1.2 	1.6 	2.0 	24 

Intensity (log.  of l.c) 

Pig. 3. 	Reaction time—intensity graph: the relation. between 
the reaction time and the logarithm of the light 
intensity. 	The graph is plotted from the mean reaction 
times given in Table 1. 
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Intensity (log, of 

Fig. -4. 	Reactin time—intensity graphs for two ammocoetes. 
Open circles Animal A, full circles Animal B. 	Small 
circles represent single measurements of the reaction 
time, the nine reaction timesplotted at each intensity 
were selected at random. 	Large circles show the 
mean reaction time at each intensity. 
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MIN 

0 

OEM 

4 	 8 	 12 	 16 

Time of tests (days) 

Pig. 5. 	The frequency of the no reaction" at successive tests. 
The graph 'is Plotted from data given in Table 2 	Time 
of tests in days after the first test (day 1). 	The 
frequency is plotted for three ranges of light intensity, 
04-20 f.c. (open circles), 415 f.c. (half circles) 
and 23-76  f.c. (full circles). 
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IS 	16 	17 	is 	19 	20 	21 	22 
Ternper'ture__(°c)  

Pig. 6. The relation between the reaction time and temperature 
for two light intensities. 	Open circles 1'03 f.c., 
full circles 118 f.c. 	Each point represents a single 
measurement of the reaction time. 
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Fig. 7. 	The water cell for testing amniocoetes buried in sand. 
The sectional width of the cell was reduced by a perspex 
block (PB) and glass. plates (GP), so that an animal (A) 
buried, in the sand (S) lay with part of its body exposed 
against the face of the cell. 	WL, water level. 
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P 

T1H 

Fig. 8. Modification of the apparatus for light stimulation used 
in the water cell tests. 	The water cell (WC) was 
mounted in the path of  horizontal beam of light 
remerging from the convex lens (L2). The first experi—
mental position (I) was used for control tests by 
interposing the plane mirror at M1. C, camera shutter; 
D, test dish;. P, mounting plate. 	Remainder of 
apparatus as in Fig. 2. 
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B 

Fig.. 9.. 	The light intensity at the midpoint of the sand for 
two water cells: 

A. Where the reduction in intensity is entirely 
due to the sand (S). 

B.. There the reduction in intensity is partly due to 
the sand and partly due to the glass plates and 
perspex block (G&P). 

The light intensity at different points in the cells is 
shown as a fraction of the incident light intensity (1). 
The intensity of light (t) which has passed through the 
whole cell is assumed for argumt to be reduced to 1/8 
of the inOident light intensity. • In cell B, the reduc-
tion in intensity, due to the sand is. less than in.cell A. 
The intensity at the midpoint 	the sand in cell B 
is therefore higher than that in cell A. 
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------------PB 

TP 

-S 

Fig, 10.. 	Crystallizing dish and fitment for testing ammocoetes 
with the anterior part of the body buried in sand. 	The 
dish was fitted with a. central perspex block (PB) bearing 
a number of transverse partitions (TP) which divided the 
space (s) to be filled with sand, so preventing the 
animal from burying itself completely. 



Fig. 11. To determine the relation between the magnitude 
of the response and the intensities of the light 
and contact stimuli. 

The rea j onse measured at varying contact 
intensity for three constant light 
intensities L1, L2 and L3. 

Converse experiment to A. 	The response 
measured at varying light intensity for 
three values of contact intensity C1, C2 
and C3. 

The relation between the intensities of 
the light and contact stimuli for three 
magnitudes of response RI, R2 and R. 
The relation can be obtained from either 
A or B. 
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Intensity (log, of f c.) 

Fig. 12. 	The relation between the proportion of "reactions" 
and the logarithm of the light intensity in the 
absence (curve Co, open circles) and presence (curve -,-Cl, 
full circles) of a contact stimulus. 	The graphs 
are plotted from the data-given in Tables 12 and 13. 
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Pig. 13.. The swimming movement of the ammocoete. Redrawn from 
alternate photographs in a 64 exposures per see, film 
record. 	Vertical lines represent the same grid line, 
horizontal lines successive grid lines. 	The crests 
(small circles) of the contraction waves receed relative 
to the ground. 
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Fig. 14.. 	The burying movements of the amxnocoete. 	Redrawn from a 
16 exposures per see, film record of an animal burying in 
the water cell; 	A to Q, represent successive exposures. 
Vertical lines represent the same grid line; horizontal 
lines mark the surface of the sand. 	A to G show the 
initial penetration of he sand, H to P the lateral head 
movement preceeding the formation of a single curve (Q&R) 
which Is later extended along a sinusoidal track (S to V). 

As in Fig. 14, but showing the formation of an initial 
curve (L to N) and its obliteration by later curves (0 
to T) as more of the body enters the sand. . A to H 
initial penetration, I to K lateral head movement. 	A to 
M represent successive exposures. 

Fig. 15.. 
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Fig. 16. 	The burrowing movement of the ammocoete. 	Redrawn from 
every fourth photograph in a 16 exposures per sec. film 
record of an animal moving over the surface of wet sand. 
A. and B represent respectively the same grid lines; 
horizontal lines represent successive grid lines. 	The - 	crests (small circles) of the contraction waves remain 
approximately stationary relative to the ground. 
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Fig. 17. 	The single line track left by an .amniocoete moving 
over. the surface of wet sand. 
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Fig. 18. The lateral movement of the head in an animal moving 
over the surface of wet sand. 	Successive positions 
of the tip of the head are shown inie1ation to the 
track (dotted line) followed by the rest of the body. 
Movements of the oral lips transform the shape of the 
head into a wedge pointing in the direction of.the head 
movement. 	Redrawn from a 16 exposures per sec. film 
record. 
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Fig. 19. The form of the body during the burrowing movement for 

an animal on the surface of wet sand 
an animal in the water cell. 

An animal on the surface of wet sand exhibits a smaller number 
of curves than an animal in the water cell. 
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Fig. 20. 	The ocurrencexof the "short" and "long' reaction times 
and the swimming and burrowing movements in relation to 
varying contact. 	The Variation in contact is expressed 
for the present purpose by the area of body against 
which contact is maintained. 

a-c is ,a scale representing increasing area of contact. 
a-b the swimming movement occurs: it does so with a 

"short" reaction time, 
b-d the burrowing movement occurs: it does so with 

either a "short" or "long" reaction time. 
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Fig.-  21. 	The decrease in.the reaction time for amrnocoetes of 
L.fluviatilis obtained from two different ferti1iation 
fu11 circles and open circles) shown first in relation 
to the length of the animal and secondly in relation to 
time from hatching. 	The reaction times from the two 
populations approximate more closely when plotted in 
relation to length. 	The points represent single measure- 
ments of the reaôtion time over a light intensity range 
of 13.3-269 f.c. 
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Fig, 22. The decrease in the reaction time during the development 
of the light response for L.laneri. A maximum of five 
single measurements of the reaction time obtained at 1.5 
and 25 f.c. (full circles) and 80.7 and 140.6 f.c. (open 
circles) are shown for each length class. The graph is 
plotted from data given in Table 16. 
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Fig. 23. 	The deôrease in the.reaction time during the development 
of the light response for L.fiuviati1is 	A maximum of 
five single measurements of the reaction  time obtained 
at 0•2 and 0•4 f.c. (full circle) and. 443 and 72•4 f.c, 
(open circles) are shown for each length class. 	The 
graptL is plotted from data given in Table 17. 
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Fig. 24. 	The decrease in the reaction time during the development 
of the light response for two ammocoetes of L.?laneri. 
Single measurements of the reaction time are plotted in 
relation to length for two light intensities. 	Pull circles 
2.5 f.c. in A, 13.1  f.c. in B. 	Open circles 80.7 f.c. in 
A, 140.6 f.c. in B. 	Dotted line indicates the occurrence 
of a "no reaction" between measurements. 	Pull line shows 
a response was obtained at each successive test. 
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Pig., 25. 	The decrease in the reaction time during the development 
of the light response for two ammocoetes of L.fluviatilis. 
Single measurements of the reaction time are1otted in 
relation to length for three light intensities. 	Pull 
circles 0.2 f.c. in A, 0.7 f.c.. in B; half circles 
2.7 f.c. in A 7.2 f.c. in B; open circles 27°C f.c. in 
A, 72•4 f.c. in B. 	Dotted line indicates the ocurrence 
of a. no reaction" between measurements. 	Full line shows 
a response was obtained at each successive test. 
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Fig.. 26. 	The dev1opment of the light response in relation to time 
for L.planeri. 	The approximate durations of the main 
change2 in the reaction time (RT) and proportion of "no 
reactions" (NR)are marked on a growth curve for the 
animal. Each point on the growth curve 	the mean 
of six measurements from a total of six animals. 	The 
time scale has an arbitrary origin. 
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Fig. 27. 	Te development of the light response in relation, to 
time for L.fluviatiiis. 	The approximate durations of 
the main changes in the reaction time (HT) and the 
proportion of "no reactions" (NH) are marked on a 
growth curve for the anim,. Each point on the growth 
curve represents the mean of four measurements from a 
total of four animals. 	The time scale has an arbitrary 
origin. 
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Fig. 2:8. 	To show the length of the ammocoete at which stages in 
the development of 1. swimming movement 2. movement in 
response to light and 3. burrowing behaviour occur. 
Each point represents the length of a single animal on 
which the observation, was made. Arrows indicate the 
development has reached its final form. 	Hatching 
lengths are also shown. 	Figure constructed from data 
obtained from L.fluviatilis. 
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Fig. 29.: 	The morphological development of L.planeri. 	The length 
of the animal and approximate time intervals from the 
commencement of observations are indicated for each 
stage of development. 	Animals were measured along an 
axis parallel to the main axis of the body. 	e, endostyle; 
gp, gill pouches; h 9  heart; 1, liver; p, pit; s, 
stomodaewn. . Full description is given in text. Camera 
lucida drawings. 	 . 
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Fig. 30. The main stages in the morphological development of 
L,fluviatilis. 	Animals measured along a line parallel 
to the main axis of the body. 	Camera lucida drawings. 
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Name of Candidate Valerie B (orris 

Degree 	 Ph. D* 	 Date 	October 1956, 

Title of Thesis Studies_Ofl_ the Light _Restonoóof'the _Ammocoete Larva of 

amDetra.1aneri (Bloch) and 	etr'a f iati,lis (Linn.) 

An investigation was made of a moeifloatlon in the .zeeponse to 
light of the ammocoete larva after the introduction of a thimotactic 
stirnuluB. The response to light of the alTim000ete Is a random movement; 
between the application of a light stimulus and the resulting movement 
there 19 a delay or reaction time whose duration varies inversely c&th 
the intensity of light. ?'hn only a light stimulus was applied the 
reaction time varied. from 1 to 3 sec. over a respective intensity range 
of 100 to I foot candles. The variability of a uwber of measurements 
of the reaction time at a given intensity was greater at lower intensities 
The thigniotactic stimulus was applied by a1loting the animal to lie in 
cofltaGt with sand. In the presence of a thi.gmotaotic stimulus the 
reaction time was longer than that obtained at sirdlar intensities in 
Its absence; repeated measurements of the reaction time were more 
variable and on occasions the animal failed to respond, The increase in 
the reaction time occurred when the ',osterior part but not the anterior 
part of the body was in contact With sand. Long reaction times similar 
to those obtained in the presence of 'a thigmotactic stimulus were ob-
tained in its absence at light intensities ranging from 0.001 to 0,1 f.c. 
A change in the long and variable reaction times was asaessed, by the 
proportion of reaction times below a fixed value, it was thuS possible 
to demonstrate a relation between the reaction time and light intensity 
In the presence of a thigmotactic stru1u and to compere this relation 
with that obtained in the absence of a thigmotactie timuluo,. There 
was an it1iøtion that  the length of the reaction time depended on the 
size of the particle of which the sand was composed. 

A description based on cineti1m records Is given of the movements 
whereby the ammocoete buries itself in sand. The locomotory movement 
occurring beneath the sand resembles the serpentine movement of the 
grass-snake; there are, however, motements of the bead and lips which 
assist in displacing the sand.. 

At an early stage of development, shortly before hatching, the 
light response tas absent. When the response first appeared the reao-
tton times were long. Thereafter the reaction time gradually decreased 
over a period of o. 3 day-e .nittl it became short and similar to that of' 
older amm000etes. Previous exposure to light was not-'required fez' the 
development of the short resotion time. The long reaction times that 
occurred in the presence of a tnigmotaotio stimulus in older aimnocoetes 
were not obtained In amm000etes in which the light response had newly 
developed. 	 : 

The reaction time is partly the time required fez' the appearance of 
afferent Impulses in the nerves leading from the photoreceptors and 
partly the time required for the afferent impulses to generate impulses 
In the motor nerves. The thigmotactic stimulus Inhibit the activity 
of motor nerv-ea.and so increase the time required for their excitation, 

Use other side if necessary. 
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